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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County
•

United Press International

In Our 119th Year

Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, December 31, 1968

Seen&Heard First Baby Has Host Of
Gifts Ready To Face Life
Around
Murray

•

A

Escapes From Viet
Cong; Is Rescued

Area Soldier
Dies Saturday
In Vietnam

10* Per Copy

Vol.

LXXX1X No. 309

Coldest Weather Of Winter
Moves Into South Today.
Blood Is In Short Supply

SAIGON awn —
Tex.,
Rowe, 30, of McAllen,
Maj.JmesN
a Green Beret officer captured
The first Mr. or Miss born first Mr. or Miss will receive a five years ago by the Viet Cong,
in 1969 will come into the world shampoo and set at the Murray was rescued in the Mekong Delta today by South Vietnamese
faced with inflation, the war in Beauty Salon.
Kuhn Variety Store has a troops.
Viet-Nam, riots, strikes, and
Another area soldier, Ricky
Rowe was found in the U
other
unpleasant
situations, nice gift and Cain and Taylor
Faye Cossey of Trigg County,
a
Forest,
Minh
Communist
has
free 10 gallons of gasoline.
but the entry will be cushioned
has died while stationed in Vietwith a "raft" of gifts from lo- Belks has a nice gift for the stronghold deep in the delta
nam.
where
few
areas
n1 merchants.
first baby and dad can pick up and one of the
Cossey, age 21. died Decem
A beautiful Azalea from San- free 10 gallons of gasoline from allied troops have not penetrather 28. He had been in the
ed successfully.
ders Garden Center will give Super Shell Service.
since August 15,
Rowe was running toward the Armed Forces
the world a rosy hue and a reDaniel Boone has a free
1967. •
gular dinner of Kentucky Fried chicken dinner and Superior South Vietnamese when found
The serviceman is survived
Chicken for father will help Dry Cleaners has free diaper and he apparently escaped.
his father, Andrew Elvis
by
capunmarried,
was
Rowe,
things.
service ($5.00 worth). Ryan Milk
Cossey of Trigg County; his
Three long play record al- Company will give one month's tured on Oct. 29, 1963, as a 1st
mother, Mrs. Ernestine Jones of Rev, William Porter, Minister
bums will be enjoyed from supply of milk and Dale & lieutenant while serving as a
Hammond, Id.; two brothers, of First Christian Church, will
Leach's Music and TV and one , Stubblefield has a gift waiting. special adviser to the South
Larry Elvis Cossey serving with appear on the Channel 6 panel
dozen beautiful red Roses from
Outland Bakery has a free Vietnamese forces He has since
the U.S. Navy and Donald Cos- program "Accent" on Wednes- by United Press international Salt Lake city, officials orderto
major
—
promoted
been
Shirley Florist will brighten the cake for the parents of the first
The coldest weather of the ed postponement of all unnesey; one sister, Mrs. Patty Ann day, January 1st, at 10:30 p.m.
scene.
born and Lindsey's Jewelry has Saigon announcements called
The program will be concern- season rode air sweeping out of cessary surgery' as blood levels
Hammond.
Murray Mobile Homes will a baby cup. A savings account him a captain — and will have
Cossey is also survived by a ed with the work and plans of the Arctic today on a front ex- dropped to 50 per cent of norhelp out on the sales tax of a is open for the first baby of more than five years of back
grandmother,
Mrs. Sarah Cos- Alcohol Councils in the Pur- tending from the Pacific North- mal.
pay coming.
new mobile home to the tune 1969 at the Bank of Murray
Chicago's blood supply still
aunt, Miss Leona chase Area. Mr. Porter, Presi- west through the plains states
The Pentagon said he is the sey, and an
of $100 and the mother of the , .1 & S Oil has 10 gallons of
Cossey, both of Trigg County. dent of the Calloway County and to the Mississippi Valley. was critically low but improved
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lee
D.
son
of
! gasoline for the parents and
Funeral arrangements are in- Council on Alcohol, will be
Early morning temperatures after a weekend emergency apLaundry and Cleaners Rowe, 300 North 15th Street,
arrival joined by Sister Mary Patrician, ranged from 75 at Miami, Fla., peal by the Red Cross for donpending
the
complete
has noense month free
ser- McAllen.
Administrator of Lourdes Hos- to 36 below zero at Bozeman, ors.
of the body from Vietnam.
vice. The Charm Beauty Salon
Weather and holiday laxity
pital in Paducah, and by John Mont.
has a can of Spraynet for the
'Ross, Alcoholism Coordinator
Eastern Washington was de- in donations were blamed for a
mother of the first baby born
for the Community Mental scribed as a "frigid mess." let down in blood donations
in 1969 and Ryan's Shoe Store
Health Center of Western Ken- Spokane had *an all-time De- and widespread outbreaks of the
will present the first baby with
tucky.
cember low of 25 below. The Hong Kong flu also were a facFRANKFORT,
Ky.
(UPI) —
The Murray Police Depart- his or her first pair of shoes.
Moderator of the January 1st highs in the eastern part of tor, especially in the East
The funeral for Mrs. Ada
Trenholm's Drive-in has a There is no legal prohibition ament investigated a two vehicle
program at 10:30 will be Tom the state this morning were where Massachusetts, New York,
F.ibbard was held today at 1:30
collision last night at 11:40 on free pizza or Italian spaghetti gain st formation of a "purely
Butler,
News
Director
of zero to 10 below. Seattle's 10 Pennsylvania and Ohio all refaculty senate" by the Murray p.m. at the chapel of the J. H.
South 12th Street, according to dinner for the parents of the
WPSD.
above broke a 41-year record ported serious or critical shortFuneral
Home
with
State
University
Board
Churchill
of
Refirst
baby.
Two
free tickets to
the report filed by the police,
ages.
Monday.
Dr.
Samuel
R.
Dodson,
Jr.,
and
gents,
state
Atty.
Gen
John
B.
No injuries were reported in the Capri Theatre are also beOfficials in Milwaukee, Wis.,
It was so cold as the Arctic
officiatCharles
H.
Moffett
Breckinridge
said
today.
Rev.
the accident. This was the 46th ing offered.
said they feared a critical shortblasted
through
Seattle
breath
ing
Breckinridge was replying to
All of these- nice gifts will
traffic accident report filed by
that polar bears and otters at age of blood in January because
Pallbearers were Dr. A, H.
little softer an inquiry from Professor Ja
•hr. Mu-ray P- 'cc in ;the e;tv nI make the landirv
the zoo went into their dens to of surgery which has been postEtimerud. rosy; Ford. Bryan
es A. Part -president of
ilurray for useroonth of De- f°t the
poned to conserve present sup'
1•11
111‘:
"
4
14'". •
warm up.
Murray chapter of the Amer- Toney, Henry Holton, James
cember.
In the Okanogan area of eas- plies The Milwaukee blood cenican Association of University Limmeter. and Charlie Crawford.
Vehicles involved were a 1967
tern Washington. two ranch ter has also refused appeals
Professors. Parr's proposed de- Burial was in the Murray CemePontiac two door driven by
hands died because of the cold. from Chicago officials for
finition would differentiate be- tery with the arrangements by
Kenneth Oran Outland of 501
One
suffered a heart attack. blood.
tween teachers and administra- the J. H. Churchill Funeral
South 7th Street, and a Ford
Gairey Walker, retired farm- from breathing the cold air and
In Waterloo, Iowa, Red Cross
tive officials
Home.
'S ton truck owned by Fred
er of Murray Route Six was the other was found frozen to officials said the blood shortservices for Mrs.
Funeral
Mrs. Hubbard, 90, was a memThompson Doughty of 304 South Hafford (Lucy Lee) McReynolds
claimed by death Monday at death in a line shack where he age is "serious" "We have
ber of the First Presbyterian six
15th Street.
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway had been feeding cattle. A stea- come to the place where we
r were held today at two p. m. at
and
her
sister-inChurch.
She
Police said the truck was the chapel of the Max H. ChurCounty' Hospital.
dy snow in the area was ex- are needing blood badly. We
law,
Mrs.
E.
A.
Tucker,
w
parked up to the curb headed chill Funeral Home with Rev
He was 67 yearn- of steitend
ed to built up disfigte the are below our minimum in all
hit-tesideci at Hitt
south on South 12th Street. James Lawson and Rev. Ray
his death was due to complica- night to 4 to 6 inches.
types, but especially in our
South 9th Street.
Outland, going north on South Jackson officiating.
tions following an extended illmore common types." The Des
blizzard
shut
off
PortThe
The deceased died Monday at
12th Street, lost control of the, Active pallbearers were CalMones banks also reported supBarletta Wrather, area five a.m, at the Murray-Callo- ness He was a member of the land. Ore., from the east. High
Mrs.
car on the wet pavement, and i vin Morris, Glen Crawford,
Lone Oak Primitive Baptist winds bearing heavy snow roar- plies materially depleted.
agent, will start teaching a ba- way County Hospital. She is
hit the truck in the left front Marvin
Michigan Red Cross officials
ed down the Columbia gorge
Paschall, Lynnwood sic sewing class for the women survived by her sister-in-law, Church.
fender, according to the police Morris, Charlie Parm, and GlinThe deceased is survived by and closed 65 miles of inter- said they "are having to ask
Dexter Community on Mrs. Tucker, nephew, Bruce
of
the
report.
del Reaves. Honorary pallbear- Thursday, January 2, at 9:30 Tucker of Memphis, Tenn., and his wife, Mrs. Ethel Walker of state 80 late Monday_ Many ve- hospitals to limite their reDamage to the Outland car en were Pat Atwood Schrader,
Murray Route Six; one daugh- hicles spun out of control on quests for blood and postpone
at the Community Center. several nieces and nephews in
was on the left .side and to the Robert Morton, Joe Crawford, am
ter, Mrs. Ray (Ema Jean) Thur- the highway's six lanes and elective surgery. It's a critical
The first lesson will be on Hodgenville.
Doughty truck on the left front Burie Reaves, James Altlerdice.
man of Murray Route Six; one blocked traffic. A number of situation." Michigan donations
the "Study of the Right Matfender.
son, J. P. Walker, Fairlane persons suffered frostbite.
have dipped 35 per cent below
Hassell
Windsor.
and
erial, Color, and Pattern for
Drive, Murray; one sister, Miss
Milk companies cut home de- those of previous years.
Interment was in the Story's Each Woman".
Minneapolis and St. Paul,
Lucille Walker of Murray Route liveres in Portland, and deChapel Cemetery with the arLessons will be taught each
Six; one brotihm
esilioB. Walker partment stores closed early Minn., Red Cross chapters said
rangements by the Max It Thursday morning for six or
of Murray
Six; five Monday and did not plan to their &mations in the past two
Churchill Funeral Home
eight weeks at the Dexter ComThe Senior Citizens Club has grandchildren,
, Gairey, open today as 6 inches were ex- weeks have been only a third
Mrs. McReynolds, age 60, an munity Center.
cancelled its reguirarly schedul- and Gene Thurman, Sheila and pected to pile on Monday's 5 of the normal rate All emeremployee of the Mreit Clothed meeting on Friday. January Steven Walker.
gency orders have been met so
inches.
died Monday at
Bill Williams of the Sanders ing Company,
3, at 12 noon at the(Community
As the blizzard struck Wyom- far, but officials say they may
Fuller-Morgan
Hospital,
Funeral services will be held
Landscaping Center, Coldwater the
Center on Ellis Drive
Mayfield. She was a resident
Wednesday at one p m. at the ing and Colorado, temperatures have to restrict blood to emerRoad, will be the guest speaker
Bryan Tolley, president, said chapel of the Max H. Churchill fell as much as 33 degrees in gency orders.
of Lynnville Route One.
at the meeting of the Garden
a number of the members were .-FuneraLlionse with Rey, Arlie two hours. -Denver had 25 above __Officials in the South reportSurvivors are her husband,
Department of the Murray WoIll so the meeting had been Larmier officiating.
in the afternoon and 2 'below ed situations ranging from near
Hafford; stepmother, Mrs. E. F.
man's Club to be held Thursday,
postponed until a later date
normal to critical.
Dick: daughter, Mrs Richard
Burial will be in the Lone two hours later.
January 2, at 1:30 p.m. at the
An official at Roanoke, Va.,
Page; sister, Mrs. James Boyd
Oak Cemetery with the arrangeThe cold stabbed as far south
club house.
Harding; granddaughter, Miss
ments by the Max H. Churchill as Arkansas and Texas. Sleet 'said "We're very low and.un"Proper Planting of Spring
Mrs. Dora Hutson died this
Jonna Page.
and freezing rain glazed Mid- less collections pick up within
Funeral Home.
Plants" will be the subject of
morning at ten o'clock at the
west highways and heavy snow the next week, we'll probably
the program by Mr. Williams.
Convalescent Division of the
go on emergency status" The
fell north of the sleet belt.
Mrs. Dewey Ragsdale will
Murray-Calloway County HospiSioux City, Iowa. had 14 be- Nashville, Tenn., Red Cross
The Murray Fire Department
give the devotion on the theme,
tal. She was 89 years of age.
low Monday, a new record. Des blamed their "worst slump" on
was called to the Houston-Mc"Gold Is Not Enough". Mrs.
Moines, Iowa, equalled its re- flu and the holidays. And FlorE. S. Ferguson will have the.
The deceased and her hus- Devitt Clinic yesterday at 12:35
cord for the date, and Omaha, ida officials said if a major flu
Rev. John Sanderson, son of band, Edward W. Hutson, also p.m.
arrangement of the month,
outbreak occurs "We could have
Mr. and Mrs. Voris Sanderson, a patient at the Convalescent
Reports are that smoke was
The funeral services for Rog- Neb., broke an 18'76 record
"Line Mass".
a dire shortage" of available
Hostesses will be Mesdames West Main Street, Murray, was Home, had celebrated their coming from a motor in the er Hall, age 56, of Farmington when it hit 10 below Monday.
Temperatures were well be- blood.
M. 0. Wrather, V. E. Windsor, the guest speaker at the morn- 74th wedding anniversary on building The firemen were back were held today at two p.m. at
the Farmington Church of low zero in South Dakota. But
Fred Gingles, R. L. Bowden, B. ing services of the Memorial Tuesday, December 17. Mr. Hut- at the station at 1:05 p.m.
Baptist Church.
Christ with Bro. James Shock- a cloud cover at Sioux Falls
son is 92 years of age.
J. Hoffman. and Eaf Huie.
The former Murray minister
ley officiating. Burial was in raised the temperature from 19
Mrs. Hutson was a member
below to 16 below Monday
was ordained to the ministry at
the Farmington Cemetery.
night.
the Memorial Church. He is a of the Blood River Church of
1.11•41
r••• I.t.mtIsaJ
Hall died Monday at 12:50
graduate of Murray State Uni- Christ in Henry County, Tenn.
p.m. at the Fuller-Morgan Hos- by United Press International
versity and the Southern Bap- She and her husband were marKLNTUCKY — Rain changpital.
ried in Marshall County DecemHolidays, had weather a n d
tist Theological Seminary.
funeral for Charlie Duna
the Hong Kong flu combined to ing to light snow, spreading
Rev. Sanderson and his wife, ber 17, 1894, and lived in HenThe deceased is survived by
way of Farmington Route One the former Bobbie Hannah ry County, Tenn., for several
create a critical shortage of over state Tuesday Snow flurhis mother, Mrs. Katie Cooley
was held this morning at 11 Trigg, were recently appointed years before moving to the Problood in many areas of the nat- ries continuing east portion
of Farmington; son. Phillip Hall
o'clock at the chapel of the
ion. Blood banks are making ur- Tuesday
as foreign missionaries to Trin- vidence community in Callonight.
of
Wednesday
Courbon,
Mo.;
daughter,
Mrs.
Max H. Churchill Funeral Home , idad.
way County.
gent appeals for donors.
cloudy to partly cloudy and
Annie Hearn of Henderson,
with Rev. John Shepherd ofEven areas which have wea- very cold. Highs
Tuesday )ow
Tenn.; brother, John B. Hall of
Survivors are her husband;
ficiating.
thered the current shortage see 20s to near 30. Lows
Mayfield; two sisters, Mrs. Fred
Tuesday
Serving as pallbearers were
one -daughter, Mrs. W. 0. (MaHarrison of Graves County and difficulty ahead as postponed night 10 to 20.
Bobby Armstrong, Jackie Cocdie) Vaughn, 802 Coldwater
Mrs. N. G. Moore of Dyersburg, surgery will result in a greater
Road, Murray; three sons, Rudy
hran, Fred Anderson, Quincy.
Kentucky Lake. 7 a m 354 2.
demand for blood in the comTenn.
Da-.
Tenn.,
Buchanan,
and
()vChavis,
Adams, Lonnie
Hutson of
ing month, a United Press In- up 0.2, below dam 305.6, down
burForrest
will
be
William
One,
was
in
Route
the
Hazel
ie Ward Burial
vid Hutson of
0.2.
ternational' survey shows.
Beech Grove Cemetery with the ied at the Old Salem Cemetery and Conrad Hutson of Hazel
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.2,
arrangements by., the Max H. in Calloway County following Route Two. One son. Oren hutIn New York City, hospitals up 0.1; below dam 311.9, up
funeral services at the Byrn
Churchill Funeral Home.
died October 5, 1966.
were reported "using it up as 0.6.
Dunaway, age 79, died Sun Funeral Chapel. Mayfield, o n
fast c'as they can get it." Six
Sunset 4.49, sunrise 7:10.
survived
Hutson
is
also
Mrs.
day at ten p. m. at the Conval- Wednesday at two p.m. with
emergency collection centers
Moon set 3 51 a. m.
escent Division a the Murray-. Rev. Orville F,asley officiating. by one sister, Mrs. Robert
The Junior Class of Murray were established to recruit donTwo;
Murray'
Route
Crouse
of
Calloway County Hospital
78,
died
Monday
age
Forrest,
University School will have a ors.
TWO CITED
The deceased is survived by at 11:55 a.m. at the Fuller-Mor- 19,grandchildren;. three great
Houston, Tex. reported only
Christmas tree pickup on New
gr%t
grandchildren.
his wife, Mrs. Florehce Duna- gan Hospital, Mayfield.
enough
blood
to
last
until
WedYear's Day.
Two persons were cited by
Survivors are one daughter,
Funeral arrangements are inway; daughter, Mrs. Virgie Raynesday. In Dallas, Dr. Ruth Guy
seemingly
the Murray Police Department
The class will charge fifty of Parkland Hospital said a
burn; two sons, Noble and Otis Mrs.,Oleta Forrest of Mayfield; complete, but friends may call A-H-H-M-H-H
few
eents -to take your tree *Way Minor accidents could
an Monday They were- for
Dunaway. sister, Mrs Bell Hen- one brother; Robert D Forrest at-the J. -11. --Churchill Funeral _piercing - hinutatt---with
make the
for you The money will be us- difference in
ley; brother, Jim DlitlawaY; six of Mayfield, one grandchild; Home after six p.m. today beak, a pelican scratches his
whether surgery speeding. according to the citaback at the zoo in London
ed for their prom in May.
grandchildren,
two great grandchildren.
(Tuesday).
could continue in the city. In tion reports.

Rev. Porter Will
Appear On Program

46th Accident
Report Filed

"Purely Faculty
Senate" Approved

Holidays, Flu Drains The
Supply Of Blood In Nation

Mrs. Ada Hubbard
Rites Held Today

G. Walker
Dies Tuesday

Funeral Held For
Mrs. McReynolds

Basic Sewing Class
Starts Thursday,.._
At Dexter Center

A

As much stomach trouble is
caused by worry, frustration,
boredom and emotion as any
vlisease.
If a parson can stand off and
laugh at himself and his stupidity, he is in pretty good shape.
.The year 2,000 is only 31 years
away.
W• don't know whether we will
make it OT not
•
The power of suggestion is
great.
We watch the TV ad where the
spring is wound up tighter and
tighter and we feel ourselves
winding up tighter and tighter.
Then when the lady takes a
pill the spring unwinds and we
fall apart.
*nether ad shows a headache
coming on, A bonging begins
and beats steadily until we just
about have a headache. The
man takes a pill and the noise
stops and he smiles and says
"I feel great", and we feel
pretty good again.
Than another one shows acid
dropping off of straws into the
&mach. This happens just after the fellow breaks a pencil.
Our stomach twists and burns
until the fellow finally takes a
pill and all the acid goes away.
This makes us feel much better.
WI watch the lady with a sink
(Continued

an Vag' toght)

Senior Citizens
Cancel Meeting

Bill Williams To
Speak At Garden
Department Meet

Mrs. Hutson
Passes Away

Fire Department Is
Called To Clinic

Rev. Sanderson Is
Memorial Speaker

Roger Hall Dies
Monday Afternoon

WEATHER REPORT

Charlie Dunaway '
Rites Are Held
The

William Forrest
Rites Wednesday

Christmas Tree
Pickup Planned

P
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by LEDGER & MIES PUBLISHING COMPANY,
The Calloway Ttmea. and
Ise.. Consolidation of the Murray
and the West Kentuckian.
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UNTIVID POEM INTERNATIONAL

WASHINGTON — A southern senator, commenting
oti Sen. Edward M. Kennedy's move to challenge Sen.
Russell Long of Louisiana for the post of assistant
Democratic leader in the Senate:
"If Kennedy didn't have the votes to win, I don't
think he would try IL"
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UNITED NATIONS — Former Lebanese Foreign
Minister Foual Boutros, urging the U.N. Secretary Council to condemn Lsrael for its commando attack on Beirut
Alloys t
"To say that Lsrael is the sheep and Lebanon is the
wolf, who could believe such a fiction for a single moment?"
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EVENING PROGRAMS
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CIES News
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EUGENE, Ore. — Sen. Wayne Morse of Ot noel, wishing well to Robert W Packwood, his Republican opponent, who unseated Morse in a close vote recount:
"He's going to need all the good will he can get."
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A
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Bible Thoughtfor Today
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Children, obey year parents in the Lord: for this is
right. —Ephesians 6:1.
The first lesson every child should learn is obedience.
Only they who have become accustomed to the disciplines of life really enjoy living
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20 Years Ago Today

cornpone for breakfast, supper and midnight snacks,
too,' is the formula for a
long life, says Hannah Bennett. 106, at the Wild
Hill
Manor Nursing Home in
Gary, Ind. She was born to
slave parents in Midtown.
Ala., has outlived four husbands and three children.

1411 Olive Blvd.
— FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY —
Phone 753-3252
Truly Fine Cleaning

Murray Loan Co. 1
MONEY HEADQUARTERS
6•11 W. Main Street

the

Phone 753-24121

WALLIS DRUG
Phone 753-1272
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
We Have It — We Will Get It —Or It Can't Be Had

33403.

JOHN F. KENNEDY
Unk new.

Maw, 1110me
lee, Illnkelo

" ask not what your country can do for you ask what
you can do for your country." Inaugural Address
(Jan. 20.1961)
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Park-Mall Idea May Stop Downtown Decay
Centro! Press Assocuitioei

College Cleaners

same

Macn Cult..Shwa

By GROVER BRINKMAN

Diamond Rings ri

to Treasure Isle, Palm
Shores. Fla

bolle
ttle tp
lapiztled
a 1°
C
pagne and furti
tie behind his b

Cook's Jewelry
Bolova 500 MAIN STREET
Watches

"LOTS OF MOONSHINE, and

OUT - Rep. Mor-

HIS NECK IS
ris K Udall. D-Ariz., takes
a telephone call in his Wash
a
ington office after setting
congressional precedent announcing candidacy for
House speaker. Udall. 46,
elected to a fifth term, wants
to unseat 77-year-old Rep.
John W. McCormack. DMa . It's a kind of Wallace
for-president-like move.

DANVILLE I11,—Will a park ...mall shopping areys atop downLEDGRA•TIMIS FHA
town "decay?" In many instances it will, promoters think.
MARK EVERY GRAVE
Murray tobacco floors started receiving dark fired The downtown park-mall pictobacco this morning. The first sale will take PLC* tured here is part of a city updating plan at Danville. east
January 2, 1949.
town of 42,00U.
On January 1, 1949, there will be a great change in central Illinois
Vermilion Street. the hub of
NearSledd.
Harry
postal rates, according to Postmaster
the business section of the town,
ly all rates except first class have been raised, he said. leading to the courthouse
Guests in the home or-Rev. and Msa J. H. Thurman. square. was- used in this initial
Since 19116
during the holidays were Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Thurman attempt to update "downtown."
The two-bloc k -lang park-mall
of Murray, Mr wed Mrs. Ben Scruggs and daughters,
plan on paper to
Barbara, Ann, and Nancy, of Buchanan, Tenn., and started from a
a "concrete" reality in less than
Clifton Thurman of Naahvllle, Term.
two years. working from a masBUILDERS OF FINE
A family dinner was held at the home of Mr. and ter plan submitted by a reMEMORIALS
Mrs J L Clark of Hazel during the holidays Their search firm. The city fathers
Porter White - Manager
here were unanimous in their
children and grandchildren were present.
Ill Maple St. 7512512
decision that something drastic
had to be done to the city's hub,
its courthouse square, to bring
••aiNNING
trade back to the stalemated
downtown area.
VIP CORM ROCKETS
• • •
CHINA'
nu 12 CIVILIANS
OPENED last November, the
IN SHANTYTOWN
NEAR DA HANG
park-mall is a handsome shopping-dining area for young and
NA NNING
old. Children play in complete
safety from traffic hazards.
Green grass. fountains, sculpture, lounging seats, playground
equipment, are all a part of the
This is Danville', mew pork-stall.
development.
LAOS
The possibilities of a park- 64; grading $5.553. paving $41 - , fact there was no alternative
startmall are tremendous. it gives an 828 35; play equipment, benches L When the mall movement
the exRIDS CONTINUf
-old" city a distinct new face. and stools $5,942; pools, pits ed. its proponents cited
5,1'New'MINING
evimodern, stimulating trade with and pool curb $5,210; drainage istence of vacant stores as
DIFFINSIS W4
decay had
downtown
that
services.
dence
and
plumband
shops
water
new
hold
gas,
$7,034,
1110MIIING HALT
The one problem where a ing $6,480; electrical $10,065; already started. •
• •
and planting, sodding and topsoil
is traffic
built
is
mall
THAILAND
NOW, with the park-mall comDanville solved its $12,488.
parking
110111110WIECINfltOr
there are
traffic problem by using two
Before the park-mall was plete and operating.
New
parallel streets on each side, built, many asked "why?" The no more vacant stores.
take
DA HANG
turned them Into one-way traf- questions were aimed at the city shops of every description
POE HORS MORTARS
A new image is
place.
their
Pepsi -FORIMOOW
pay
to
agreement
s
fic arteries.
government'
Danville. Word
Dan AT US MARINI
• • •
up to $50,000 toward construc- given downtown more and more
POSITION TO SCOUTS.
OAK T
of mouth brings
FOR PARKING, several tion
MetroGoidwyo Mare, presents
KONTUM
r• One of the main arguments people.
A
1r/t1 freed
blocks of Old outdated buildings
RIO OUNDUP
a mall of this Iyile
is
only
Not
NI4014
perlarge
the
GUI
to
SUN NOINTst
near the mall were leveled to was relative
new
a
easy on the eye, it is
Peter Ustinov
OP DA HANG
provide paved parking lots The centage of property and sales
way to shop and dine v, it r
building a modern, tax the city received, generated safe
also
is
city
tt
of
charm
•
parking by the downtown area If this the family. The
CAMBODIA
indoor
multi -floored
DUC LAP CAM RANH
hy flov.,erp
area becarne stagnant, a decline mall is enhanced
building, two blocks distant
trees; 3,1,
-flowering
non
and
surewould
SIEN NOA
values
property
041(5
More than 110 businessmen In
bluegrass;
Merion
of
yards
valthese
when
And
Of
contributed to the Greater Dan- ly follow
ev,
would de- shrubs and more than 100
TONKIN
ville Development Foundation ues drop, tax money
greens.
well
as
I', finance the building of the crease
• • •
Danville folk believe it I
park -mall T h e const ruction
their downtown
stopped
would
decline
TAX
SO THIS
contract totaled only $112.000,
SOUTH
fact, already they
follows' site prep- have to be made up elsewhere. cay." In
as
itemized
VIETNAM
SAIGON (XI'S(TS
would include envisioning doubling the tize
aratkm and removal of paving This "elsewhere"
ALL-OUT ATTACK
for the simple the mall'
In the two-block street $16.389- residential areas
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In new screen splendor...
The most magnificent
picture ever!
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"GONE WITH
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PALM BEACH SHORES,
Fla. (UPI)—Tourists are welcome to participate in as well
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Today is Tuesday, Dec. 31,
the 366th day of 1968.
The moon is between its first
quarter and full stage.
The morning stars are Mars
and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Saturn
and Venus.
On this day in history: "
In 1879, Thomas Edison gave
the first public demonstration
of the incandescent lamp in
Menlo Park, N.J.
In 1890, Ellis Island in Ness
York Harbor became the re
ceiving station for immigrant:,
from Europe.
In 1890, Adolf Hitler sent a
message to his Nazi forces, predicting "The year 1941 will
being consummation of the
greatest victory in our history."
A thought for the day —
Poet George Chapman said,
"Young men think old men are
fools, but old men know young
men are fools."
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Sears, Roebuck and Company will open a catalog
sales office in Murray, according to an announcement'
from the Memphis, Tenn , office of the mail order firm.
Mr. and Mrs. Max Smotherman of Murray Route One
are the parents of a girl born at the Murray Haspital,
The Murray State College Thoroughbreds rolled to
a 76-58 win over Spring Hill College in the loser's bracket
at the Gulf South Classic at Shreveport, 1..9,
The wedding of Miss Norma Sue Carnal and Richard
R Smith were married December 21 at the Slaughters
Methodist Church.
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SAN DDS00, Calif. Radioman 2/C Lee R. Hayes, describing how he and other members of the USS Pueblo
crew were treated by their North Korean captors:
l'One day they would treat you nice and the next
day beat you for no apparent reason. You might go a
knew."
Week or so and not be worked on. But you never
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Reserved Performance Tickets

Adult
Child

Inclu
Potat
Hog.

Now On Sale!'
"Reserved Performance" enables you to buy a ticket in advance for the evening performance of your choice and
GUARANTEES you a seat for that performance Since advance interest indicates an unusual demand for tickets. act
now to be assured the performance you desire!
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- MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Joe Namath Numb After
Championship Victory

TUESDAY - DECEMBER 31, 1068
TOP ROOKIES

NORWOLK, Conn. CUPi - Bob
, Murphy of Nichols, Fla., and
Sandra Post of Canada have
been named tournament rookies of the year by Golf Digest
magazine. Murphy's $105,505 in
winnings the paet year is the
most ever won by a first-year
player. Miss Poet, the first rookie to win the ladies' PGA title
since 1961, won more than $10,000 during 1968.

KENTUCKY COLLEGE
BASKETBALL RESMTS
By United Press International

Louisville 86 N. Texas St 73
Bellarmine 73 Transylvania 67 CLARKSVILLE, Term. rise
Austin Peay guard Howard
Sugar Bowl, 1st Round
Wright, leading scorer in the
Duke 73 Western 72
Ohio Valley Conference, was to
Iowa 95 Houston 87
undergo surgery today for a
broken nose received in a practice session Sunday afternoon.
CHAMPS FALL
Wright, who is averaging 26.7
points per game, caught an elLAKE FOREST, Ill. (1711 - bow while battling under the
Two defending champions were boards for a rebound. His stat
defeated Monday in the U. S. us for Saturday night's game at
Handball Association's National Eastern Kentucky is still indefJunior Tournament. Steve Lott inite.
of New York beat defending
Wright, a 8-2, junior from
champ Tom Kopaytic of Mil- Louisville, Ky., was named ta...
waukee for the championship of the All-OVC team last year as
players under 19 years of age; a sophorruire.
Gary Straus of New York outpointed his brother, defending
titlist Mitchell Straus, in the
under-17 class, and Rick Christ- ed Ken Ginty of New York for
ian of Van Nuys, Calif., deleat- the under-16 trophy.

By MILTON RICHMAN
know what he considered the
UPI Sports Writer
turning point of the ball game.
NEW YORK
There Nemeth, who obviously was
enwere Wood mains on hi/ uni- joying
every second of the
form, mud stains all over his
championship celebration, winshoes and what looted suspi- ced
at this one question.
ciously like tem' stains around
"Geez," he frowned, "that guy
his eyes.
COLTS BY 17
mounds like a broken record.
Joe Namath was a mess.
You wanna know when the
This was in the mad, frantic,
LAS VEGAS, Nev. VPI) - Balturning point was? I'll tell you
By United Press International
babbling New Yost Jets' dress- when it was. When
timore's Colts are favored by
Jim Hudson
ing quarters only moments af17 points to defeat the New
tackled Hewritt Dixon and there
Eighteenth ranked Louisville York Jets Jan. 12 in the
ter they moved into the Super wasn't any
3rd
more time left."
assistants
to
Paul
both
were
MOFFIT
By DAVID
won its eighth straight game Mon- annual Super Bowl, matching
Bowl Sunday with a roller-c)staHe meant the final play of
Dietzel at LSU.
UPI Sports Writer
day night by defeating Missouri the winners of the National
ter-like 27-23 win over Oakland the game, of
course.
"We had them in a hole ear- Valley Conference foe North TexATLANTA rUrt)-- What is the
for their first American FootFootball League and the Amerball League title ever.
micro- Peach Bowl going to do for an ly, but we could have played a as State 86-73.
They were shoving
ican Football League. Baltimore
better
first
half,"
Peterson
said.
encore?
"Wheals-a-matter, Joe, were phones under Namath's nose
The Cardinals take their 2-0 trounced Cleveland 34-0 and
The first annual Peach Bowl "That punt return Craig Burns' MVC log into another conference
you crying or something" said now and the questions came at
New York nipped Oakland 2739-yard
run
that
gave
LSU
units
with
dilly;
Monday was a
a guy who had seen him duck him like machine gun fire.
game Thursday night, when they 23 for the titles Sunday.
first
touchdown
midway
throcoming
into the privacy of the trainer's
"What one dominant thought derdog Louisiana State
host Wichita State.
room and remain behind a clos- ran through your mind trotting from behind in the closing min- ugh the second period turned
In other college basketball ac
it around."
offensive
an
climax
utes
to
ed door a few minutes.
Into the dressing room just
tion Monday night, Western KenMcClendon
"that
agreed,
punt
victory
31,27
with
a
thriller
U. S. INSPECTED
Joe Nemeth didn't answer now?" he was Raked.
..
..
,,cip
d y
return gave us momentum," tucky lost a squeaker to the Duke
right away.
"We won, just we woo," he over Florida State.
Blue Devils 73-72 in the first
but
the
winning
coach
was
more
Charlie
just
like
was
It
"Nahh," he said after awhile. replied.
round of the Sugar Bowl at New
401.!
1 4)
"I'm just tired."
"How do you compare Balti- McClendon's 10-year-old son, excited about split end Tommy Orleans. In the only other Kenunbelievable
Scotty, said as the LSU coach Morel's almost
Then be laughed and looked more to Oakland?"
tucky game, Bellarmine defeated
"I haven't seen enough of walked off the field clutching pass catch during the Bengali'
at the guy who had asked him
visiting Transylvania 73-67 at
wirming drive.
the
first
Peach
Bowl
trophy:
the
Baltimore
to
compare
'em
wi
the question like a kid who had
"That
Louisville.
that
I
a
at
Morel,
in
twain
those
engals
''just
get
ifjust been caught with his mitt anyone. I think, Laryl Lamontdrive, made one of the greatest
The Hilltoppers, now 7-3, meet
in the cookie jar.
ca throws better than Earl second halves."
Down 13-0 with the second clutch catches-in a crowd - Houston tonight in the Sugar Bowl
He took a long swig from a Morrell. Baltimore's defense is
WHOLE
that I ever saw," McClendon consolation game while fourthLb.
bottle labeled Cold Duck Cham- better. I know they've got a period only 10 seconds old,
said.
Wisconranked
plays
passKentucky
back
on
the
• pagne and furtively hid the bot- terrific tight end, John Mack- LSU battled
LSU
trailing
by
three
points
sin at Chicago.
ing of quarterback Mike Hilltle behind his back when a pho- ey."
and racing the clock, had a
Unbeaten Louisville's Butch
"What do you think of the man and the running of halftographer tried making a pic.
third and 17 at the Florida Beard matched his season scorture of him gulping the amber Super Bowl? Who's gonna win?" back Maurice LeBlanc to cut
the gap to 13-10 at halftime; State 37 when Hilman drilled ing average as he cut loose for Remember--It's the Total t
.(• liquid.
Lb.
took leads of 17-13 and 24-13 one down the middle that Mo- 25 points to pace the Cardinals,
on the Tape that Counts
"C'mon now," he chided the
rel Wok away from three Se while Jerry King chipped in 19
and,
after
the
third
period;
in
"We'll be there," Nemeth
lensman. "A lotta' parents aIlii
falling behind at 27-24 with tninole defenders for a 20-yard and Dennis Deeken notched 15.
_
round the country will get on laughedBEEF MINUTE
barely six minutes left in the gam.
Smoked
Grosse
controlled
"Do
you
Center
Mike
remember
any
day
me if they see a picture of me
MATCHLESS
LeBlanc Leads Rushers
game, still had enough left to
of
your
rebounlife
ever
beards
by
snaring
18
topping
this
the
doing this."
LeBlanc, leading rusher in
drive to LeBlanc's winning
ds.
In all the execitement, Joe one?"
touchdown in the closing min- the game with 97 yards on 14
"I don't guess."
The Cardinals had to stand off
Nemeth didn't realize it's percarries,
took
it
to
the
14,
utes.
Hill"What did it for you guys?"
bid by North Texas in the secfectly okay, even with a lot of
man
kept
for
11
and
then
It
took
that
kind
of
game
to
Le"The defense . . . thedefenond half when the Eagles scrept
parents around the country, to
keep the 35,545 fans in theef Blanc carried it across for the
2 ounces eacn
to within one point at 67-66 with
have some champagne on such
winning
tally
with
2:39
with
an
off-againsm-again
left
on
"Gonna take a few days off?" seats
six Minutes left. But the taller
special occasions as these.
the
clock.
rain sometimes getting heavy,
Not Slicedi9t
"Yeah, until tomorrow"
"Were you worried those last
LSU held Florida State's Cardinals shattered the Eagles
Earl Christy, one of the Jets' the wind gusting up to 25 miles
19-7
30 seconds?" somebody put a
them
zone
and
outscored
great
flanker Ron Sellers to a
per hour, and the temperature
Lb.
question to the weary Jets' meal defensive backs, came over and dropping to a crisp 42
lb
degrees. single reception for three peri- until the buzzer sounded.
threw an arm around Namath
ticket.
Center
Bill
Cutter
led
the
losods. but "Jingle Joints" put
Weather Not • Factor
1041
29 Lb.
SL ICED
"Damn right I was," he came and hugged him. Namath hug"The weather really wasn't a on quite a show in the final ers with 21 points before foulright back. "I remember the last ged him back. Christy asked factor," insisted
period-catching seven passes ing out with 3 minutes left in 1
Florida
State
a
him if his knee hurt.
one."
and scoring the Seminoles' last the game and former Lexing"It never hurts," Laughed Ns- coach Bill Peterson, who was a
Sno-Kreem
Maxwell
House
Instant
Captain
Kidd
He referred to the last pretwo
Hamton
Dunbar
playmaker
Joe
touchdowns.
cohort of McClendon's when
vious encounter with the Raid- math, "when you win."
ilton helped out with 20.
Nemeth
held
still
for
dozens
ers during late October in which
Louisville led at the half 46la they scored twice within a span of more questions, then walked
36.
of nine seconds in the final rather absently into the shower
minute against the Jets to pull with his uniform still on. The
water hit his feet and he lookout a 4342 triumph.
46 oz. Orange, Grape
10 oz. jar
The electricity hadn't worn ed down at them, shaking his
3 lb. can
TRIAL SALOON
off this one yet, however, Joe heed without saying anything.
He seemed numb. He didn't
Nemeth didn't quite know what
i
By Unitsid Press International ston 95-87 to advance to the
to do with his hands now that seem to be feeling a thing. WaST. LOUIS 111.1) - The Miami
they weren't busy completing ter, pain or anything
BOLA and Kancare celebrated Tuesday afternoon finals of the Floridians of the American
i
Like Joe Nemeth said, no- impressive tournament
19 of 49 pegs against Oakland
5/$1 800
victories Sugar Bowl Tournament at New Basketball Association will play
thing
hurts
when
you
win.
today
in
Febwhile
in
St.
Louis
for 264 big yards.
Duquesne and La- Orleans
one game
Salle nursed hangovers caused
4 Not knowing what to do with
In non-tournament games, ruary and another in March
RAG'S
Solid
I.G.A.
by their first losses of the col- Butler upset 12th-ranked New to test spectator support for a
his hands, Namath employed
them in a nervous reaction. He
lege basketball season.
Mexico 81-80 in overtime, Min- return of professional baskettugged at his long sideburns
UCLA and Kansas won big nesota defeated Detroit 85-80, ball to the city.
An attempt is being made to
from time to time.
in tournament finals-the na- Washington beat Ohio State 64Now somebody wanted to
tionally-first-ranked Bruins de- 59. Louisville scored an 86-73 schedule some National Basketfeating St. John's 74-56 to win victory over North Texas State ball Association games in Sts
the Holiday Festival Tourna- and Vanderbilt overcame North Louis as a further "trial balI pound
103
loon," a sports promoter said.
ment in New York and the six- Carolina State 65-59.
can
thatmked
Jayhawks beating
Olclhorna State 56-45 to take
the Big Eight Tournament at
NASHVILLE (UPt - Vander Kansas City.
hilt football coach Bill Pace
But previously-unbeaten Duhas been invited to Stillwater,
Okla., for an interview at Okla- quesne. No. 11. and LaSalle, No.
I. G. A.
SW1FT's
Ohio Valley Conference
homa State University, which 16, suffered losses in the finals
By United Press International is searching for a successor to of tournaments which they enDetergent
tered confident of improving
head coach Phil Cutchin
their national rankings. LouisBy STEVE SMILANICH
Notre Dame 110-90,
Only two Ohio ValleyConferenPace said Monday he could iana State downed Duquesne 94UPI Sports Writer
Muscular Santa Clara, a fince teams saw action Monday nignot say "definitely" if he would 91 in the title game of the Allalist opposite Columbia in the'
ht, and both the Western Kentuc3 lb. I oz.
accept the invitation, but add- College Tournament at OklahoI lb. box
303 can
NEW YORK UPI - St. John's, Rainbow Classic, replaced Vllky Hilltoppers and East Tennessed he was "flattered at their ma City and South Carolina de- a New York school playing at lanova in the No. .5 spot. The
on
the
short
out
end
of
{save 7 cents)
ee came
Interest in me."
feated IsSalle 62-59 in the home, and neighboring Columbia, Broncos carried a 9-0 record
cliff-hanging one point upsets.
championsl-Sp game of the Qua- competing 5,500 miles away
from into the Honolulu finale.
Western dropped a '73-72 deThe Nashville Tennessean reker Tournament at Philidelphli. the big city, made surprise movcision to Duke in the opening ported in it: Tuesday morning
Lew Alcindar was booed in es into the
Kansas, improving with every
major college basketround of the Sugar Bowl Classic editions Pace was "high on the his hometown New York but
and the favorite for the
game
the
head
ball
candidates"
for
ratings
today
as
of
the
postTenlist
East
Orleans
and
In, New
scored 30 points and took down
championship, movedi
nessee felt kr RUH nd, 69-68. coaching post at Oklahoma 22 rebounds in pacing UCLA Christmas tournaments resulted Big Eight
Fresh, Crisp
American Beauty
sixth place with
U.S. No, I ked
The Hilltoppers, now 7-3, meet State, a member of the B i g to its 24th consecutive victory in reshuffling of the rankings. up two notches to
107 points, Next in line was VillSt.
John's
a
finalist
in
the
HolHouston tonight in the consolation Eight Conference.
over a two-season period. UCLA
iday Festival Tournament in New anova, a first-time loser this
game of the New Orleans TourThe newspaper quoted an un- led St. John's by only 31-27 at York, used an upset victory over season, in the No. 7 spot with 92
ney. The some-times powerful named source in Oklahome as halftime but by that time AlWildcats suffered'
*Cougars lost to Iowa, 95-87, in saying, "Pace has been the top cinctor had boh men assigned second-ranked and previously un- points. The
of the campthe other opening round match. choice all along, but because of to guard him in foul trouble beaten North Carolina to vault in- their initial loss
Festival,
303 can
East Tennessee, absorbing its Bill's work in the Blue-Grey and the Bruins • quickly took to the No. 10 spot in the rankings. aign in the Holiday
Carolina.
North
10 lb. bag
to
setback
69-61
half.
second
stagcommand
in
the
games,
nine
second loss in
Columbia, also a finalist in the
game there was no contact
ed a second half comeback but made until it was completed." The Brains opened a 10-point Rainbow Classic Tournament at
Rampaging Illinois 9-0 was eiwere unable to overcome a coldThe source reportedly said margin and led by as many as Honolulu, climbed to the No. 14
shooting 31 per cent performaf- Pace would travel to Stillwater 23 points the rest of the way. position as the Lions carried an ghth with 81 points, followed by
head
Kansas scored its 10th stets 8-0 mark into the Hawaiian meet. Cincinnati 7-1 with 74 points and
for an interview this week.
ce.
71.
won
the
Big
with
ight
victory
and
John's
8-1
St.
Foster
netted
Richmond's Ken
An energetic and tireless
Middle positions in the ratings
Eight Tournament for the fifNew Mexico fell to Texas-El
up the victory for the spiders worker, Pace is in the midst of
were reshuffled and two schools
•
years
with
an
seven
th
time
in
71-67 and he loss shoved
SHE DD'S PRUNE
%With a 25 foot jump shot with a major rebuilding program at
New Mexico and Notre Dame fell Paso
5
pound
bag
Ripe, Yellow
Oklahoma
State,
over
win
in
easy
to
12th
from eighth
live seconds remaining. Harley Vandy, and the Commodores
the top 10 as the merry whi- the Lobos
Dave Robisch, a 6-9 sophomore. from
ratings.
the
posted
their
first
ETSU
winning
recfor
and
Mike
24
-Swift had
rl of post-Christmas tournamord 5-4-1 since 1959 this fall. scored 72 points as Kansas mov- ents reached a climax.
Kretzer added 16.
five
victories
of
within
to
ed
Pace
came
to
Vanderbilt
in
Duke survived three comebacThe first four places in the
its goal to become the nation's
ks by the Hilltoppers to gain its 1966 after coaching under Frank first college to win 1,000 basket- rafitngs remained the same as a
NEW YORK rUPTI - The top!
Broyles at Arkansas. He has alupset victory.
week ago with UCLA, North Car- 20 major college basketbal
ball games.
so
been
an
assistant
at
Kansas
Rich
Hendby
led
was
Western
Pete Maratich tied an All- olina, Davidson and Kentucky ho- teams selected by the UPI coand Wichita.
rick who got 26 points .
College one-game record of 53 lding those positions.
aches rating board with first!
The 35-member UPI Coaches Place votes and season records'
Lb.
points and set a tournament
10t
once
again
gave
Rating
Board
three-game mark of 138 in leadin parentheses:
ing LSU to its upset of Du- UCLA a unanimous vote as the Teams
Points
quesne.
nation's No. 1 team. The 35 1. UCLA
(35) (7-0) 350
Jahn Roche, the unanimous first place votes gave Coach 2.
(7-1) 243
selection as the Quaker Tourna- John Wooden's Bruins a perfect 3. Davidson
(7-0) 238
ment's MVP, scored 25 paints total of 350 points based on a 4. Kentucky
(6-1) 227
in South Carolina's upset of 10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1 basis.
5. Santa Clara
(9-0) 162
LaSalle. South Carolina, which
North Carolina, a 72-70 upset 6. Kansas
(9-1) 107
had four sophomores in the victim to St. John's in the Holi- 7. Villanova
(6-1) 92
lineup and had all five starters day Festival, managed to hang on 8. Illinois
(90) 81
go the distance for the second to second place although the Tar 9. Cincinnati
(7-1) 74
Includes: Baked Beans, Cole Slaw, and
straight game, led 35-27 at half- Heels' point total fell to 238-a 10. St. John's NY
(8-1) 71
and
Peas
Potato Salad -or- Blackeye
time and never let LaSalle get drop of 67 from the previous 11. Duquesne
(9-0) 44
closer than three points in the
Hog Jowl.
(8-2) 43
12. New Mexico
week,
second half.
(10-0) 37
The Tar Heels 7-1 held a five 13. Detroit
Oregon won the Far West
(8-0) 29
point edge over Davidson 7-n, 14. Columbia
9:00 am. to 11 .00 p.m.
Classic at Portland, Ore , when
(9-0) 28
points. 15. New Mexico St
the
No,
3
team
with
238
Jim Henry's 20-foot field goal
(8-0) 17
Steady Kentucky, responsible 16, LaSalle
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
with two seconds left produced
17. Purdue
(7-3) 11
from
the
for
Notre
Dame's
exit
an 80 78 triumph over Washing•
18. Tie. Wyotning
(8-1)
9
spot
ratings,
held
the
No,
4
with
ton State
Louisa i 1 le
(7-0)
9
Street 9N
Prices H this ad good through Januqry 6th
Duke defeated Western Ken 227 points. The Wildcats pushed
Vanderbilt
(6-2)
9
lucky 73 72 and Iowa heat moil their record to 6-1 by boun,ing
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LSU Tops Florida State
In Peach Bowl 31 To 27

Louisville Tops
North Texas State
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ALL THETHICKEN
YOU CAN EAT!!

Adults
Children

JOWL

Steak

DRINK

680 19e
290
LE1TUCE TomatoesPOTATOES
190
2/29C 49e
Juice
Gplruit BANANAS
at. 391; 490
Gerber Baby Food jar 9C

All Brands Biscuits 8C

1.35
1.00

Open 21 Hours gaily - - Closed Sunday

NEW YEAR'S DAY

DANIEL BOONE FRIED GHICKEN
BEEF 753 4334
Chestnut

,

COFFEE Shorting
1.25
Apple - DOG FOOD OLEO
Sauce 1
Kentucky Holds Fourth Spot 2133c j
, kil.00 2/25
Kansas Moves Up To Sixth
CRACKERS CHILI
ALL

UCLA And Kansas Both
Win In Tournaments

Bill PacP
Invited To
WESTERN EDGED Oklahoma St.

BACON
41.9

214

WE SELL TRAVELLERS EXPRESS MONEY ORDERS
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Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

Brandon-Elkins Vows Read

PERSONALS
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Walker
and children, Robert and Stacey Lynn, of McMinnville,
Tenn.. spent the Christmas holidays with Mrs. Lacey Carr and
other relatives.
•••
Capt. and Mrs. Dan Pugh and
little daughter, Shannon Lee,
of East Point, Ga , have returned home after a visit with Mrs.
Maude Cohoon and Mrs. Lacey
Carr.
•••
Mn and Mrs. Charles F.
Woods of Birmingham, Ala.,
were omitted from the list of
out of town wedding guests attending the Mary Leslie Erwin.
John Fred Malhame wedding
that appeared in Saturday's issue of the Ledger & Times.

Miss Paula Cook, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bob Cook.
Nami, end Mr. Jerry Duncan, were honored with a dinner
et Seuthside Restaurant, fellowing their wedding rehearsal,
Thursday night December le. Those giving the dinner were
thip greerri-etecrs parents, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Duncan, Muirmy.
The rehearsal was held at Itanal Baptist Church, and
officiated by Bro. B. R. Winchester, pastor of the church.
The dinner immediately followed. After dinner, gifts were
presented by the wedding couol• to the bridesmaids, groomsmen, and the rest et the wedding party.
Travel Deterrent
Variety
NEW YORK UPI) — LanNEW YORK I UPI — Visitguage difficulties, rather than ors to New York now are ofhigh prices, are a major deter- fered a variety of cuisines and
rent to foreign travel in the entertainment in the New York
United States, according to a Hilton Hotel's International
group of German editors who Promenade. A total of six diftoured the country for 17 days. ferent entertainment groups
Pan American World 'Air- appear nightly in the various
ways, which organized the tour rooms which feature American
In cooperation with the U.S. Italian and Chinese dishes.
Travel Service, said in a report among others.
to the Department of Come ee that a "great reservoir"
of Germans would like to visit
the United States and recom- increase our language facilimended that if we are to real- ties. especially in information
ize the full potential of this centers, hotels and restaumarket. it is essential that we r1111 TS
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Minister Neighbor
Needs Brush-off

The faculty of Kirksey Elementary School and their families held a dinner at the Triangle Inn, on Friday, December 20, at six-thirty o'clock in
the evening.
Following the , dinner the
group exchanged gifts.
Those present were Principal
and Mrs. M. B. Rogers, Mr. and
Mrs. Jamee Lowry and daughter, Mary Lynn, Mr. and Mrs.
Edison Hopkins and daughter,
Kathy, Mrs. Sherwood Potts.
Mrs. Thyra Crawford. Mrs. Dean

BEAT UP, tratt
It needn't eta:
See "after" pi

Humphries, Mrs Dan Darnell,
Mr. and Mrs. Virdon Tucker,
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dailey, Jr.,
Mrs. Hugh Farris, Mrs. Laura
Jennings. Mr. and Mrs. Buddy
Sykes, and Mrs. Tommy Brown.
Unable to attend were Mrs.
Rachel Neale, Mrs. Frances
Johnson, and Mrs. John Clines.
•• •
Head Tax Doubled
NEW YORK 0UPI) — The
government of Jamaica has
doubled the head tax tourists
must pay on leaving the Caribbean island from $1.25 to $2.50.

Mr. and Mrs G. T. Brandon. Hazel Road. Murray. announce
the marriage of their only daughter, Janice Lynne, to Robert
Larry Elkins. only son of Mr. and Mrs B H Elkins of Murray
Route Six
The marriage was performed by Rev Charles Hurt, pastor
of the First Baptist Church. Shasyne-etown. Illinois. on Friday.
December 13. at one o'clock in the afternoon.
Following the ceremony the couple left for a short weddtng trip to St Louis, Mo.
Mrs. Elkins is continuing her studies at Calloway County
High School Mr. Elkins is attending Murray State University.
The couple is presently residing at 713% Elm Street.

DEAR ABBY What do you think of a bons who would give
his secretary a mink stole far Christmas' He is married with
,
"STILL WONDERING—"
two children
DEAR STILL: He prolobly eeseiders it geed insurance
agarast getting a cots' shoulder
DEAR ABBY. Today my husband told me something
which made me absolutely furious!
Last week I wrote you a letter about a very serious
problem I gave the letter to my husband in a sealed envelope.
addressed to you, and he took it to the office to have it mailed
with the office mail Well, one of the secretaries there told him
that her "curiosity" got the best of her when she saw a letter
addressed to DEAR ABBY. so she opened it and READ IT She
laughed about it. and has been teasing him ever since
My husband asked me not to say anything to this girl.
because he has to work with her.
What do you think. Abby' Should I write another DEAR
ABBY letter saying what a lowdown dirty sneak I think this
secretary is' Then give the letter to my husband to give to
TEMPTED
HER?
DEAR TEMPTED: Ns. She's not worth an that trouble. I
think you might is tell her, or have year husband tell her, that
spelling aastber's mail is clearly agaiest the law. This girt
deserves to be reported to the Rig Boss, and sacked.
DEAR ABBY I agree one hundred per cent with the
111-year-old virgin who intends to stay that way until she
marries, but I wonder why she considers herself so unusual'
I am another le-year-old virgin and I don't think I deserve
any medal of commendation for winning my struggle for
virtue And I'm. willing to wager that there are millions of
other girls who can say the same
I admit, it's difficult when a girl dates a lot, and when that
"special" fella wins her heart and starts to pressure her, but
Abby. even today, chastity is not a novelty.
ANOTHER VIRGIN IN ELGIN. ILL

to

eight step grandMr. and Mrs. Thomas Ter grandchildren,
great granddaughof Nortonville, Ky., former' children, one
step grandof Calloway County, celebrate ter, and two great
their fiftieth wedding anniver sons.
• ••
sary on December 7. 1968, wit
an open house in the home o
their son-in-law and daughter
Mr. and Mrs. Radford Wells
15705 Aster, Allen Park, Mich
The honored couple was mar
Tuesday, December 31
ried November 24, 1918 in a
The Oaks Country Club will
double wedding at the home of have its annual New Year's Eve
Mrs. Terry's Parents, Mr. and party at the club starting at
Mrs. T. A. Phelps of near Mur- nine p.m. Breakfast will be
ray, Ky. Mrs. Terry's brother served at the close of the parand sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. ty. Make reservations by MonRaymond Phelps of Murray, al- day with Mrs. Allen Rose 7533690.
so were wed at the ceremony.
cc.
Approximately one hundred
The Garden Department of
guests attended the wedding
celebration at the Wells home the Murray Woman's Club will
The main table was centered have a call meeting at the club
with a four tiered anniversary house at 930 am. to take down
cake and an arrangement of the decorations at the club
yellow chrysanthemums and home.
•••
gold tipped carnations. A corThe New Year's Eve dance
sage of gold leaves and gold
tipped carnations was present- will be held at the Calloway
County Country Club for adult
ed to Mrs. Terry.
The couple moved to Michi- members and out of town guests
gan In 1928. Mr. Terry retired from nine p.m. to ons a.m.
from the Ford Motor Company Hosts are Messrs and Mesdames
in 1962 when they fulfilled Charles Mercer, Tommy Alextheir long time dream of liv- ander, Fred Wells, and Bobby
Wilson. Decorations will be
ing on a farm.
Mrs. Terry's hobbies are sew- Messrs and Mesdames Tommy
ing and raising flowers Her Chrisp, Bob Billington, Bill Doss
husband has a large vegetable and Bill Wyatt.
.es
garden every summer. They are
Thursday, January 2
members of the Church of
The
Elm
Christ.
Grove
Baptist
Mr and Mrs. Terry also have Church Woman's Missionary
three sons. Marlin of Taylor, Society will meet at the church
Mich Marvin of Flint, Mich., at 1:30 p.m. for visitation.
•••
and Dean of Jackson, Mich. Mrs.
The ladies day luncheon will
Wells is the former Marelle
be served at 1215 p.m. at the
Terry.
The couple has eighteen Oaks Country Club. Reservations should be made by Monday night, December 30, with
Roberts Ward 753-1700, Bobbie
Buchanan 753-2247, or Ann Cole
753-5817.
• ••
The Town and Country Homemakers Club will meet at the
home of Mrs. A. L. Hough, 1505
Kirkwood Drive, with Mrs. C.
W. Jones as cohostesa at 7:30

SOCIAL CALENDAR

DEAR NO NAME: Tell this asaa that you de got want him
is come errand any mere, neither are yee interested in his
church balietias er pamphlets. and that if he doesn't quit
pestering you with his ea-('hristianlike approach you will
report him to his superior.

roa

•

MR. and MRS. THOMAS TERRY

DEAR ABBY • My husband and I are perfectly happy,but
we have a problem with a neighbor who is a minister
It all started Last January when he tried to get us to
promise we'd visit his church We never said we'd go. but he
kept inviting us to the various activities and sending us
bulletins of what was going on in the church We never
attended any of them
In July we had a tragedy We lost our first baby at 7
months This minister came to the hospital and told me that
God had taken our baby in order to get our attention and make
us go to church. He left us pamphlets to read, then he came
back to talk to us some more about going to his church..
I would like some suggestions as to how to get rid of this
man for good I told him we were both Baptists and had no
interest in changing, but he insisted that all Christian religions
were similar and we should try his Please help us
NO NAME, PLEASE

ABBY'S BOOKLET, "HOW TO HAVE A LOVELY
ASSY, BOX MM. LOS
WEDDING," BEND 11 Se
ANGEL, CAL. IMO
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By Abigail Van Buren

Everybody has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
imply write W Abby, Hoz WNW Las Aageles, Cal., MSS and
Emelese a Mayo& oeMaddressed novelopo.
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Golden Wedding Day

Holiday Dinner Is
Held At Triangle
By Kirksey Faculty

MRS. ROBERT LARRY ELKINS
Ten
inch
for
mill
ort
esti
exci
TV)
port
yea]

TTTESDAY —

Do you buy your clothing on "Poultry in Family Meals",
impluse' Impulse buying is no Home & Garden Bulletin No.
more than making unplanned 110. — Patricia Everett.
•••
purchases or in-store decisions
to buy a product. If you return
Nearly three million Amerihome from shopping with more can boys and girls belong to
than you had intended to buy 4-H and find learning can be
or if you find yourself purchas- fun. There are four hundred
ing unplanned items, you prac- and ten thousand volunteer atice impulse buying.
dult leaders for 4-H Club memStudies reveal that practical- bers. One out of every six U.S.
ly all shoppers do some impulse adults is a former 4-H'er —
buying Only one-fifth shop most of them want this experwith a complete list; one-sixth ience for their children, too.
have a partially completed list, Call your local county ExtensTemple Rill Chaptet l40. 511 Perkins. gsazid coMmittee mem- but about two-thirds shop with ion office for more information
Order of the Eastern Star en- ber on biographies.
only a mental list. Clothing pur- on 4-H Club membership reMrs DeSpain ill her special chased haphazardly as a result
tertained Mrs Fanola W Dequirements. — Mrs. Dean Ropone
of
her
discussed
message
Spain, wo hy grand matron
of impulsive buying many times er.
the
month
of
Deobjectives
for
the Grand Chapter'of the Ord
•••
is an expensive mistake.
of the Eastern Star in Kentucky cember. ESTRAL, and a col- Catherine C. Thompson.
•• •
with a potluck supper in the lection was taken for this work.
During the meeting the de- For the bathroom where moisINTEREST ON THE USE
dining room of the Temple Hill
grees of the order were con- ture problems are likely, both MONEY — When you buy on
Masonic Hall.
The supper was served at six ferred upon Mrs. Judy Wil- carpet and backing should be the installment plan, charge aco'clock in the evening on Thurs- loughby and Doug Willoughby. man-made rather than natural count, credit card or borrow
Short talks were given by fibers. Natural backing such as money, do you know how much
day, December 19. Christmas
music was played throughout Christie Mae Staudt, past jun- jute tends to rot when exposed interest you are paying' Some
ior grand matron; Bill Cates, to moisture, while man-made people charge more than others
the meal.
At 7:15 the members enter- past grand patron; Kermit backing does not disintegrate. for the use of their money.
ed the chapter room where Cromwell, district deputy grand Carpets of Acrilan crylic are When you use someone else's
they were welcomed by a quar- patron; Dixie Alderdice, dis- ideal for the bathroom.—Mrs. money, you should learn what
tet composed of John Harvey trict deputy grand matron.
it will cost you to use this moBarletta Wrather.
•• •
Perkins, Mrs. Aulserna Perkins, "God Make Me Worthy of
ney. "A dollar down and a dolMrs. Lucy Alderdice, and Rol- My Friends" was the subject of
Be sure that house plants lar a week" may sound fine,
lie Alderdice singing "There's the talk by Mrs. DeSpain.
have enough water but are not but how many weeks do you
Chapter on the Hill".
The chapter was closed at kept too hot or given too much have to pay that dollar or how
The worthy grand matron, 9.30 p.m. and refreshments light in the winter. — Mrs. much more will you pay for an
Mrs. DeSpain, the district de- were served in the dining room Maxine Griffin.
item bought this way. How
• ••
puty grand matron. Mrs. Dixie_ of the Masonic Hall.
many dollare-week items are
•••
Alderdice. and the district deI have a frozen turkey. Should you treang to pay for each week
puty grand patron. Kermit
it be thawed before I roast it or month' — Miss Irma HamCromwell, were escorted to the Greek Tourism
and if so how? Frozen turkeys ilton.
•• •
East and presented with hon- ATHENS 0UP]0 — Plans for usually are thawed before cooknew
248
construction
of
the
orary certificates, corsages, and
ing.
However,
if
it
is
a
comhotel units in anticipation of
boutonniere.
Sontinued increase in Greek mercially frozen stuffed turThe menswear look is still
of
Mrs..
De
-=-41-key de not thaw it before cookSpain's, "I Know Who Holds tourism have oeen approved bY ing. For commercially frozen pronounced in home furnishTomorrow", was sung by the the National Tourist Organi- products, read your label. It is ings in tweeds, plaids, herring7ation of Greece.
bone, plain and diagonial weavquartet.
The Nat ional Statistical best to thaw your turkey In es; and stripes of every kind,
The chapter opened at 7:30
and this will
refrigerator
the
with the Holy Bible and Christ- Service reports arrivals of for- take about 47 hours, depending will be everywhere, crossing the
ian flag being presented. Mrs. eigners in Greece in August to- on the size. For more complete boundaries of the traditional
taled 175,054, compared with
and contemporary. — Mildred
Beaurdean Wrather, +worthy ma162.632 in August. 1967. an in- information, contact your local W. Potts.
tron. and Charlie Lassiter. wor- crease of 7.6
Extension office for a copy of
per cent.
thy patron protem. presided. ,
Mrs. DeSpain was given a
special introduction and escorted to the east. Others introduced and escorted to the east
were as follows:
Margaret Allen and Christie
Mae Staudt, past worthy grand
matrons; Bill Cates, past worthy grand patron, Janie Stamps,
Auburn Chapter 328. deputy
grand matron of District 10;
Dixie Alderdice, Cuba Chapter
519, deputy grand matron, of
District 22; Kermit Cromwell,
Clinton Chapter 530, deputy
grend patron of District 22. "
Grand Representatives: Evelyn Jones, Sharpe 181, Quebec
In Kentucky; Judith Jackson,
Murray 433, Alabama in Kentucky; Nina Lee Holt. Mayfield
443, Rhode Island in Kentucky;'
Tram York, Mayfield 443, Texas in Kentucky; Ruby Ward,
Clara Henrich 424, Arkansas in
Kentucky.
Worthy matrons and worthy
patrons: Margo Cromwell, ClinKEEL HOUSE — First place winners in the outdoor Christmas decoration contest for
ton 539; Geneva Rouse, Brien.- Graves County were Mr. and Mrs. Fred Keel of Tri-City. The farm home Is located lust east
burg 454; Arthur Lane Hern- of Tri-City on Highway 94. Their theme was "Christmas in The Country". The Keels gave
don, Cuba 519, District 111;--Bebmost of the credit for the decoratinns to their children, Barbi., who was graduated from
Murray High School and now a freshman at Murray State University pledging Alpha Sigma
by Stamps, Auburn 328, District 10. Samuel Jackson, F;JI- 'Alpha social sorority, and Ken who was graduated from Murray University High and Murray
ton City 41; Billy Herndon, Cu- State University, Mrs. Keel is • third grade teacher art Robertson Elementary School. The
Keel farm and home were formerly owned by Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Douthltt, grandparents
ba 519
Members of the Grand Matall Mrs. Keel.
sonic fraternity: Hardin AldChristmas lighting went from the gar•ge to the house rooftop, then to the playhouse
erdice. grand committee mem
of the left. A hugh spruce tree was also decorated in Ow yard. Thsi Keels won $50 as
first prize in the decorating contest.
(Photo by Jo* Hayden)
her on by-laws; John Hama-,

Temple Hill Chapter No. 511 OES
Entertains At Supper For Mrs. DeSpain

or

THE SAME
transformed

By JOAN O'SULLI
"THERE is n
I about Nev
toms. They dat
way—to the fin
when the Ron
with the calem
January the fin
year. It was a

I%

eatt.

special sorts

"MISS NORTH AMERICA" for
I h e 'Ml as Hemisphere"
beauty contest is "Miss Arkansas,- Marnette Sullivan,
21, who wears a big smile
after being chosen at Mt. Pocono, Pa She measures in
at 35-22-35. is 5-feet-4,v

•••
The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 1:30
p.m. Bill Williams will be the
speaker. Hostesses are Mesdames M. 0. Wrather, V. E. Windsor, Fred Gingles, R. L. Bowden, B. J. Hoffman, and Eaf
Rule.
•••
Friday, January 3
Members please note that the
regular meeting of the Senior
Citizens Club scheduled for
noon at the Community Center
has been cancelled due to illness of several of the members.
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Pasie-Up&
Ily JOAN O'SULLIVAN
EED storage space?

Who
doesn't! Add it by snatching up a room y chest of
drawers at the nearest Salvation Army or Goodwill Industries shop
. then do fabulous
and fun things with it! Make
It. a showpiece that's zany,
zippy, colorful, fit to be seen
In recreation room, hallway,
attic, wherever you have the
space
The chests pictured here
cost $15 each plus trimmings,
paint, paste and elbow grease.
The decorations are more than

N

BEAT UP, battered
but
It needn't stay that way
See "after" picture below'

.
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. they're efficieye-catching
ent, for they provide a key to
contents.
The gift chest, for example,
tells you just which drawer
holds cards, ribbons, paper,
gifts.
The seasonal chest is efficient. too. for you can see at a
glance where summer's bathing caps, fall's Halloween
masks, winter's mittens, etc.
are.
Another clever stowaway
idea that is featured in the
current edition (Book 27) of

-

For Colorful
Storage Spots

4
." _ 4.—
r ..

1,(01 Decorating ideas" is a
chest that houses games. Cutouts from the game boxes are
used to label drawers and tell
you what's in which.
Possibilities are endles s.
How about an office "chest"
filled with pads, paper, clips,
pencils, bill files, etc. Why not
an accessory chest --- drawers
adorned with cutouts from
fashion magazines that will
clue you to contents
Use color, be clever and
you'll discover storage pieces
needn't look dull
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Southside Shopping Center-N,

Murray, Ky.,

S. 12th Street
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lb. Box
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THE SAMt. t. HEST pittured above has been colorfully
transformed into unit designed to hold seasonal gear

e dance
"..talloway
or adult
n guests
De a.m.
esdames
y Alex.
I Bobby
will be
Tommy
Sill Doss

•

Photo courtesy Stik-Fast
YOU CAN TELL at a glance-- thanks to original "label" on
just what's where in gift chest stowaway.
each drawer

S'et for New Vear
Traditions Inspire Festive Table Settings
By JOAN O'SULLIVAN
"rHERE is nothing new
I about New Year's customs. They date back a long
way—to the first century B.C.
when the Romans came up
with the calendar that made
January the first month of the
year. It was a tribute to their

2
Baptist
ssionary
church
)11.

Business
Briefs
Bears
Had a Snooze
Bulls and

two-headed god of beginnings,
Janus, who is always pictured with one head looking
ahead to the New Year, the
other looking back at the old.
• The Romans not only
"invented" January but
marked its first day with cele-
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ALL THAT GLITTERS is gold on New Year's table set
with International's Gold Crown flatware. Greek cake contains gold coin that Mirage luck to the one who gets it

brations. Other customs related to the New Year have
sprung up over the centuries.
• England originated the
idea of exchanging gifts The
French, with their flair for
gourmet cooking, came up
with the New Year's feast.
The Dutch were the first to
pay New Year's calls Good
resolutions had their beginning in Belgium and the custom of having youngsters
start the year by listing good
deeds to be done.
•Many of the New Year's
traditions are involved with
good luck. The Scotch, for
example, believe that the first
friend who comes to visit
them on January 1 brings
Luck with him The Greeks
bake their good luck, a gold
coin. into a New Year's cake
Vasilopeta
Whoever
called
gets the gold coin in his slice
traditionally enjoys good luck
for the .whole year ahead.
• Ways to mark the beginning of the New Year differ somewhat from country to
country but most people think
of the holiday 'as a time to
get together with family and
friends, to look back over the
old year. to look hopefully
ahead to the new, to wish
everyone a very, very happy
365 days to come.

NEW YORK (UPI) — The
dullest trading day in the histor of the New York Stock Exchange was March 6, 1830,
when shares traded totaled 31,
Business Show
NEW YORK (UPI) — The
11th annual "Start Your Own
Business Exposition" will be
held at the New York City
Coliseum Jan. 10 through Jan.
14.
About 100 exhibitors will be
represented. The show features
chaplays, exhibits and advice
and Information to men and
women desirinf to own and
operate their own businesses.

Profitable Plucking
MO'NTGOMERY, Ala. (UPI(
—The old cotton state of Alabama is turning from plucking
bolls to plucking chickens and
making it ,pay
Alabama is 01,1rd rifitinti
broiler producer in the nation
with 324,600,000 (m) birds. Production of eggs increased' in
1967 to move the state to eighth
place. The state not only is increasing the number of layers,
but production per layer, according to Wilson Lee, Auburn
University poultry marketing
specialist, is rising.
Electric Shavers
NEW YORK (UPI) — More
than 35 per cent of the 66 million American males over 15
years of age use electric shavers
regularly, an industry spokesman reports, This represents a
gain of 5 per cent in the past
three years.
Richard Q. Kress, vice president of North American Philips Company, Inc.. marketer of
shavers (Norelco), says electric
shaver industry sales in 1967
totaled more than $165 million.
Portugal Plans
Money Changes
LISBON (UPI) — Portugal
may soon make its own banknotes, currently produced in
England and Holland, according to Finance Minister Dias
Rosas. Roses also said the
minting of 20. 30 and 35-escudo
silver coins is under study. The
coin of highest value now in
circulation is of five escudos
An escudo is worth about 3 5
cents, U.S

taCOUNTRIF.S, gift-giving is a New Year's tradition The idea inspire:1 this
IN MANY
that is ecnoed in the
motif
floral
flatware
has
dainty
Dover
sterling
The
ble set by Oneide
grouping of plants one for each dinner guest to take home with her
"gift" centerpiece a

Spanish Shoe Exports
Latest
MADRID 'UPI) ranks
trade flgures show Spain
Japan
third behind Italy and
United
in shoe exports to the
States
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WILL BE OPEN NEW YEARS DAY

We reserve the right to limit.
DOUBLE STAMPS Toes & Wed

100

100
TREASURE CHEST
STAMPS
With this coupon and the
purchase of
31bs or Mote

of

GROUND BEEF

59c

Void After January 4,

lb.

TREASURE CHEST

COFFEE Fcdgers
1 lb. Can

39'

With this coupon and !6.00 or
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Tobacco Excluded
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guilty on Dec. 21. Page was
sentenced to a minimum of
two and one half years and a
maximum of three years and
and Velasquez was sentenced to
one and a half years to two
years by the senior Judge of
the Seoul district court.

Two Yanks Find
Korean Prison
Is 'Real Good'•

Here Are Top Ten Stories
In Kentucky In Past Year

LOUISVILLE, Ky tV - Here Tiers purse.
Set Precedent
are the top 10 stories of 1968 Fuller appealed the decision
The sentences were the first In Kentucky, selected by Unit- and after a three-week hearing
m November and December the
which included imprisonment ed Preen International.
of U.S. forces
1. Kentucky Derby scandal. Kentucky State Racing Coenmembers
for
water
"You
Know,
Page.
said
Ey LEON DANIEL
mission barred Dancer's Image
2. Sales tax hike.
them sometimes. Things like since the status of forces
from the puma distribution but
SUWON. South Korea (UP1i that. It's easy."
agreement between the United
3. Nixon-Cook carry state.
-Pvt. Willie N. Page, 19. from
4. Racial rioting in Louis- ruled that he would remain
A sign over the door of the States and South Korea went
the 1968 Derby winner uncler
Plaquemine, La., and SP 4 room Page and Velasquez oc- Into effect in February, 1987.
ville.
of
Raymond J. Velasquez, Jr..
5. Greenville mine disaster. state racing rules.
Attorneys for Page and VelIt Is "For
that
cupy
proclaims
Omaha. Neb., are the first Foreigners" and another sign, asquez appealed the convic8. Oswald resigns as UK pres- Downs officials still were un
American GIs to serve time in also in English, states that the tions all the way to the South ident.
certain at year's end whether
a South Korean prison and, as room has 72 square feet of Korean Supreme Court. The
7. Tornado strikes Falmouth the tame Of Dancer's Image
they state it, they are being floor space for each of its two anneals were denied. Bo the
9. State merit system squab- should be painted in gold on
treated "real good."
two GI's were removed from ble.
the tote board and the grandoccupants.
and
A repui ter who visited them
stand, pending a final decision.
Derby
Other rooms of about the the U.S. Army stockade
Inprison
al
the Suwon
at the Suwon Correction
The story rated No. 1 in Kensame size contain as many as placed In
Oct. 4, 1968.
stitute could see for himself 14 Korean prisoners.
Sales Tax
tucky during 1968 involved one
that the two men-convicted
Thus did the Republic of Ko- of the state's principal attracRepublican Gov. Louie B.
gs
The
the
and
buildin
of raping a woman they claim
right to tions-Thoroughbred racing.
Nunn, despite a campaign proof the prison, sur- rea finally exercise its
welcomed their advances - grounds
jail American GIs who break
The Kentucky Derby last mise not to seek new taxes,
a
high
by
concrete
rounded
were comfortably housed.
Koreans May 4 provided the usual thrills, pushed a two-cent increase in
wall, arc clean and well kept, its laws. Many South
The Korean think it's kind The prison is located 20 miles considered it a milestone case. with Peter Fuller's Dancer's the state's sales tax through
of an honor for us to be here," south of Seoul in a rich agriAnd that is what Private Image beating out Calumet the Democratic-controlled legsaid Page.
Willie Page meant when he Farm's Forward Pam for the islature. Nunn said new revencultural area
thought it was coveted blanket of roses.
"You know what I mean?"
ue was needed to meet a fiscal
Page. then 18, and Velasquez, said Koreans
"Yeah, they treat us real then 19. got themselves into an "honor" for his buddy and
But before the solid gold win- crisis he inherited from the preup at Suwon, ner's cup could be engraved vious Democratic administragood." agreed Velasquez.
trouble on the night of Sept. him to be cooped
Page and Velasquez live in a 11. 1967. They attended a par- a correctional institution.
with the name of the 1968 win- tion.
"I've made a lot of good ner, the state chemist made a
large room which has two rota, ty at a non-commissioned offiMuch of the new revenue is
who
waPage,
a washbasin with running
cers' club where they had friends here," said
startling discovery-a trace of going into education. The 5 per
and
and
ter. a table, two chairs
drinks with Miss Yu Tae-111, used to be a heavy smoker
Illegal phenylbutazene, or a de- cent tax program also included
wall locker. They eat apart daughter of a popular Korean now chews a lot of gun. Smok- rivative, was found in the colt's a hike from $5 to $12.50 in the
in
from the Korean prisoners
movie actor. Both danced with ing is forbidden in the prison). system after the race.
cost o fauto license tags, which
what Page calls -our dining the 21-year-old woman. Then. "I consider this a wonderful
The Churchill Dawns stew- will be felt for the first time in
room." Their food. supplied by according to the prosecution, experience." He said he hoped
ards were notified, and after a early 1969.
the U.S. Army, is prepared in they took her to their barracks to return to Korea some day
linand "go into the restaurant or marathon hearing, Dancer's
a separate kitchen by a man and raped her.
--•IsetIon
age was disqualified and placed
Page calls "our cook." a Konightclub business."
again went RepubKentucky
Pass
declared
lost, and Forward
The ...following day they were
rean prisoner
"We have learned to speak
lican in the November election
action
The
the
winner.
Darby
a
in
placed
U.S.
and
arrested
Garden
Velasquez.
said
Work in
some Korean."
President-elect Richani M.
eaeimt that Dancer's Image also
where they re-I hope to be out by Christ- wet dzsaqualified from parti- Nixon carried the :tete by 54,They work from 8 airs uno Army stockade
on
trial
went
they
until
mained
c canmas." said Velasquez.
Ell 4.30 p.m. in the prison flowcipation in the $122,600 win- 870 votes over Democrati
No* 16. 1967 They were fouhd
er garden "We plant flowers.didate Hubert Humphrey.
Third party candidate George
Wallace, former Alabama governor, carried five state counties, all in the Jackson Purchase,
except Bullitt County, south of

FVFnifid Pining

Sy JOAN trititUVAN
'THERE are countless ways
I to enjoy New Year's Eve,
and we've tried them all.
Once and just once is
enough) we joined the thousands in Times Square. We've
danced the old year away at
night clubs. We've gone the
party route, tossing our own
or attending somebody else's.
Last year. we tried something new. We stayed home
and had the most wonderful
time of all. The evening
started with a late candle:ight dinner-for-two with
background music of longtime favorites on the phonograph_ Then we looked at
some old home movies-were
our kids ever that little' At
midnight we woke the youngsters to add delightful din to
the occasion, then we all had
a sip of bubbly stuff i.gingerale for them, champagne for

Brings Old Year
To Festive End

Pe
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The first train robbery in the
United States is credited to the
James brothers, Jesse and Frank, and
their gang of horse thieves, highwaymen.
and killers. Contrary to a lively body of
myths woven about them, they were not
the originators of this application of plain
old stage-coach highway robbery to railway trains.
The Jamesee who began acquiring a
gang police record in 1866, were still little
known beyond their native Missouri bailiwick in 1868, when the Reno gang of Indiana held up a J.M. & I. Ry. train at
Marshfield, Ind., and got $90,000 cash-triple what the Jarneses ever secured in
any kind of robbery.
led by brothers William.
The Renos
Frank, Simeon, John combined robbery,
counterfeiting, blackmail, extortion, political corruption in a pattern similar to
that of later-day Mafia, or Cosa Nostra.
operatives. Man-catchers got them into
a net for bank robbers, as told in the new
book, The Pinkerton,: The Detective Dynasty That Made History, by James D.
Horan I pub by Crown).
William. Frank. and Simeon Reno were
awaiting trial at New Albany. Ind., for
assorted crimes, when a mob seized the
jail and hanged all three, Dec. 11. 1868.
That year Jesse James had been baptized as a Christian. He professed to be an
adherent of Christian principles all the remaining years of hie. life, when his and
brother Frank's gang beere providing some
slight bases for dime-novel expansion of
legends of them as 19th century Robin
Hoods
CLARK KINNAIRD
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ELECTROLUX
vice, Box 213 I
N. Sanders. P
Lynnville, Ky.

117 seder of the Cessmallee.

11..N,ISM

Warning ported by Indiana "vigilantes" in 1868,
after summary punishment was dealt by mob to
three of the Reno brothers. Note the names of
others listed in the warning.

EZELL'S BEAU
be closed Mon&
Wednesday, Do
and January 1.

Distributed by King Features Syndicitti.
le
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the sheath's
arrest of a Negro school teach- ing the night and early next but in the midst of
morning, the bodies of the nine of rain, large hailstone* began
er.
there was
Several speakers had harang- were found. It was determined falling, and suddenly
of jet bombued the crowd, and the rally they had been killed by the ex- a roar as if a fleet
above.
was breaking up, when sudden- plosion from the position of ers was passing
When it was over, the Penly a bottle was thrown from a ; their bodies in the mine.
A subsequent investigation re- dleton County community realrooftop where several teen-aged
Another
vealed that the explosion had ized it had been in the path
boys had been sitting.
been caused by transporting of a tornado, which left four
hurled bottle followed.
injured, and
There were screams, a few blasting powder on an electric persons dead, 91
heavily damaged.
people starting running and a drill rig-.' violation of both 75 homes
The twister also touched down
. police car with flashing lights state and federal mine safety
In the Senate race, Jefferson moved into the area. Soon bot- laws.
in neighboring southern Ohio,
County Judge Marlow W. Cook tles, bricks and rocks were bounkilling another nine persons and
Oswald
won a seat over farmer state cing off the police cars and
Selection of an educator to leaving hundreds injured.
Commerce Commissioner Kath- officers radioed for aid as Lou- succeed Dr. John W. Oswald
Gov. Louie B. Nunn toured
erine Peden, of Hopkinsville, by isville's spring riot was on. Be- was the major problem facing the stricken area and he and
Rhodes ima 35,300-vote margin.
fore it was ended, two youths ! the University of Kentucky at Ohio Gov. James
Cook succeeds retiring U. S. had been fatally shot, several the end of 1968. Oswald, the mediately asked for federal as
for the victims.
Sen. Thruston B. Morton, R- businesses
automobiles university's sixth president, reand
Ky., of Lottaille Morton re- burned, others looted, hundreds signed in September to return
Damage was estimated at at
the north
signed in December
of persons arrested, and the to the University of California least $3 million in
Cook seniority over other fresh- Kentucky National Guard kept system where he had come from eastern Kentucky storm aces.
man senators.
an uneasy ruce over a wide area In 1963.
All of the state's incumbent of he west end for a short per- In early December. specula- Fast Stop
U. S. representatives, four Dem- iod.
tion arose that University of
SAN FRANCISCO IlJp1)
ocrats and three Republicans,
Texas vice chancellor Dr. Otis How fast can you stop your
Mine
were returned to Congress.
) , On Wednesday, Aug. 7, 1968, A. Singletary Jr., was in line car
A motorist traveling at 65
Louisville
nine miners were killed by an for the job. But news looks apIt was a warm May evening explosion in the East Diamond parently led him to refuse the miles an hour will travel 71
feet before he hits the brake
at Louisville and a rally had Mine of the Island Creek Coal offer.
pedal and another 252 feet beTornado
been called in the city's pro- Co. near Greenville, Muldend
At first it looked like a typi- fore he comes to a complete
dominantly Negro west end to berg County.
stop.
protest police handling of an
Rescue workers worked dur- cal spring storm at Falmouth

What makes New Year's
Eve an occasion after all, if
it isn't sharing it with those
you love!
If dinner - for - two is your
idea of how to spend New
Year's Eve, you might try today's menu suggestions
The duck recipe is one disThe Taylor Wine Co
covered in the Lake Country
dressof New York State. where
SIMPLY DUCKY for New Year's Eve. The bird comes to the table with a delicious
with it.
native wines often are eming sparked with apples, rosemary and white wine. Giblet - wine gravy is served
ployed to add flavor and interest to the menu -from appeGIBLET-WLNE GRAVY
Cook giblets in 1 12 cups
DUCKLING 1A1TH
4 tablespoons fat
tizers to desserts. Tart apples
water: reserve for gravy
•-TUFFING
t'i.
IFLAVORF
and a touch of rosemary fla4 tablespoons flour
Prepare stuffing mix as di1
ducklins
I 3 ounce) can broiled
vor the dressing, which may
rected on package Add celery.
(approx. 4te lbs.
mushrooms
be mixed ahead to blend flaroseapples.
onion,
parsley
package
)
ounce
1 18
vors. Do not stuff the duck14 cup white wine.
wine
and
mary
bread
seasoned
herb
ling until you're all ready to
Remove duckling from
Stuff and truss duckling
stuffing mix or 1 qt
pan. Pour off all but
roasting
roast it and do remember to
3
to
2
21
for
F
350
at
Roast
bread crumbs
s fat. leaving
prick it all over with avfork
tablespoon
4
are
s
drumstick
until
or
hours
celery
1.. cup finely diced
so fat will drain off as the
brown drippings. Blend in 4
tender 25 to 30 minutes per
minced
tablespoon
1
bird cooks. If you have a rotablespoons flour
pound).
parsley
tisserie, it will cook your duck
Measure broth from giblets.
If desired, re move from
tablespoon minced
1
to perfection.
Add liquid from mushrooms
oven 17 hour before end of
onion
Taffy Mint Ice Cream as a
and enough water Of necescooking time and brush with
2 tart apples. chopped
pie or parfaits is an excellent
sary) to make 2 cups; add to
a mixture of 2 tablespoons
rosemary
teaspoon
choice for dessert. It* is light,
pan
honey and ,7 teaspoon Kitch14 cup white dinner wine
flavorful and the kidS will enCook and stir over medium
pat dry. en Bouquet
duckling,
Wash
until smooth and thickjoy a taste if you wake them
tii glaze
heat
oven
the
to
Return
body
from
fat
surplus
remove
up to see. in the New Year
ened Remove from heat.
duck
the
cavity
with you
Add in cup white wine,
mushrooms and chopped giblets Season to taste with salt
and pepper. Makes about 24
CUPS gravy.
TAFFY MINT ICE CREAM
PIE AND PARFAITS
% cup evaporated milk
1% teaspoon lemon juice
1,4 cup molasses
% teaspoon salt
14 teaspoon peppermint
flavoring
1 (11-inch baked pastry
shell
Chill evaporated milk in
freezer tray of refrigerator
until ice crystals form around
edges. Turn into chilled bowl
and whip with rotary beater
or on high speed of electric
mixer until milk is stiff.
Add lemon juice and beat
until blended.
Combine molasses salt and
peppermint flavoring; fold
into whipped evaporated milk.
For ice cream, turn into refrigerator tray. freeze.
For pie. turn mixture into
prepared pastry shell, freeze.
If desired, top pie with toasted naked coconut.
For parfaits. alternate ice
cream mixture with ginger
cookie crumbs in parfait
glasses: freeze
Approximately 1
Yield
quart ice cream or filling for
1 18-inch pie) or 4 to I
the mixture
into pastry shell and freeze or alternate
Cream
Ice
MINT
parfaits.
t
Litt
dessert
POLK
- calorie
parfait glasses and freeze for a low
with ginger cookie crumbs in

4
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BE POPULAK
the guitar. Cost,
Leach's Music C
Street, Phone 7:
thee information

A NEW SERV"
area. Grogan Mc
vice and Repair.
models, rano&
cool-seal roofing
sonnet. Prompt
753-6685, 753-29

HELP %I

WANTED. part
General office
No typing. Repl
P. 0. Box 32-L
Times.

WANTED: part
on 6-clinder Chi
transmission. Ai
ady employmen
fits. Write P. C
Ledger and Tin

INDUSTRIAL 1'
en. Graduate
•
cal nurses Job
ployment Ages
way, Paducah,

SHORT ORD,
shift. Apply I
Jerry's Restaw

1

•

WAITRESS, d
Cafe. Phone 41

LADY TO LIV1
house work. P

FOR
•

NICE SLEEP
boys, 1 block f
753-8425 or 75

TWO-BEDROO
carport. Gas
now. Phone 7!

SPORTWEAR

•

THREE-ROOM
meat, utilities
private bath i
cited 411 So. I
month. 753-8&
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litho,Rent
PROW ME
Murray, a
aretldiuP
gtathe 'Pedal-Laing
11-fte Portraiture. For aPPalatSwot call TUBB'S STUDIO,
32 NICE 8 week old Hampshire
223 South 13th. 753-3007.
Phone 753-9081 or 753-

"BrisoNE

factory trash boarlai old batteries tor all make
bearing aids, Wallis Drugs.
13-1TIC

the Hong Kong government
information services:
"A fire has just been rePorted pause) . . . It involves
some rubbish (pauses . . . It
has just been put out."

Jan.-23-C

or 435-4661.
NOTICE

D-3I-C

Hain
Tuck Trading Post. Owned and
MAPLE HARVEST dining table
Operated by Kain Tuck Terriwith drop leaves. Like new.
of
array
Fabulous
Inc.
tory,
D-31-C
Phone 753-2668.
SHOP!

FOR

We repair all makes,
vacuum cleaners, toasters, mixers, irons, heaters, all small
1950 FERGUSON tractor, plow, appliances. Ward & Elkins 409
disc, cultivator and mowing ma- Maple
n.-30-C
chine. 1957 Chevrolet, 4-door
hardtop, standard shift, V-8.
LOST AND POUND
Phone 753-7143.

TFNC Pigs.
2882.

ANTIQUE

inity Blood River area. Reward.

ADDING MACHINES, both elec- Call Lance Booth, phone 436D-30-C
tric and manual for sale or =44 after 6:00 p. m.
Dam, on Hwy. 641. Next to rent. Figure your own income
and
Bob's Smorgasbord. Open 7 tax
returns. Ledger
CARD OF THANKS
days a week, 10 to 4. For ap- Times Office Supply.
D-31-NC
We express our sincere appointment call 502-5214948.
D-31-C BLACK AND WHITE TV. Will preciation for each kindness
shown us after the death of
sell cheep. Phone 753-8005.
D-30-C our loved one, Mies Alta Davie.
ELECTROLUX SALES & Service, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C.
We especialy thank Rev. Jack
M Sanders. Phone 382-3176. 4 & 8 TRACK tape player like Jones, the pianist and singers
Baptist
Jan.-30-C new. lila& arch top guitar from
Grove
Locust
Lynnville, KY.
with a new set of Gibson Church, and the friends from
J-3-P New Providence and 6th and
EZELL'S BEAUTY School will strings. Call 753-3416.
be closed Monday. Tuesday and
for their floral ofshow? Vine Street
Wednesday, December 30, 31, IT carpet beauty doesn't
ferings.
ITC Clean it right abd watch it glow.
and January 1.
Mrs. Ophelia Oliver
Use Blue Lustre. Rent electric
Rube Davis
GET RID of pests, they won't shampooer $1. Tidwell's Paint
Mr. and Mrs. Blake Cunnleave an their own. Termites go

mb-

'en-

eal-

nith

!our
and
Bo

DWTI
and

ired
and
un-

I as-

a at
orth

) your

65
1 71
rake
beplete

CARD OF THANKS
We the employees of Rudy's
wish to thank the

Restaurant

Coffee Club and all others included for our very nice Christmas Gift. Also we wish to thank
Joe Pat James and Smitty. We

and Builders Association LCPWSW, $16.00. Fed. tax included.
195. 14lly's Pest Control, 100
Snow tires, 4 ply polyester cord.
'So. LAI Street, phone 753-3914.
snow tires, 14 inch
H-J-2-C

Also used
only. Hatcher

wish

everyone

a

Happy

Year,

New
ITC

Auto Sales, 515

J-3-C

play So. 12th.

BE POPULAR Learn to
the guitar. Cost, $2.00 per seek.
Leach's Musk Center. Chestnut
Street. Phone 753-7575 for furJ-7-C
ther information.

rre

ingham

right on eating if you ignore
them. Kelly's Pest Control is the RUGS a mess? Clean for leas
answer, locally owned and op-'with-Blue Lustre! Rent elecerated for 70 years. We can bestric shampooer $1. Western AuJ-4-C
reached 24 hours a day. If it's to Store.
a pest call us. Phone 753-3914.
Lowest
sizes.
NEW TIRES. All
Member Chamber of Commerce
prices. 4 ply nylon, 815 x 15

was

,hio,

J-4-C

re.

'Last Frontier"

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

MONTGOMERY, Ala. 'UPI)
-Alabama and the Southeast
TWO-STORY BRICK, close to are the "last frontier" for exbed5
town and university,
panding the cattle industry,
A NEW SERVICE for Murray
baths, screened in according to E. H. "Ham" Wilrooms, 2
area. Grogan Mobile Home Ser- porch, 2 fireplaces, 753-3493.
son, executive vice president of
vice and Repair. All makes and
Jan.-8-C the Alabama Cattlemen's Asmodels, remodeled electrical,
sociation.
cool-teal roofing. Trained per- BY OWNER: 5-bedroom brick
'They can't expand in the
family
room,
Dining
home.
sonnel. Prompt service. Phone
West," Wilson said. "They
disIncluding
kitchen,
GE
room,
don't have the water or the
J-3-C
753-6685, 753-2955.
posal and dishwasher. Large lot, grass." Wilson said the Southtwenfenced back yard. Upper
east, with 52 Inches of rain
ties. Call for appointment to see annually, ability to grow all
WANTED
HELP
after 5.00 p. m. ad weekends, grasses and sorghum, and a deTFC mand for 50 per cent more cat753-3123.
WANTED • part time office girl.
tle by 1980 will make the
General office work and sales. By OWNER, 2-bedroom house
Southeast "the great cattle
No typing. Reply in writing to and lot on Concord Hwy. Phone
country of America."
and

ORDF.J1

with mag wheels Excellent conGook, night
J-3-P
dition. Phone 753-7670.
only.
person

Puzzi.

WORD PUZZLE An- td

ACROSS
1-Cushion
4-Number
8-Flap
11-Mohammedan
name
12-Musical
instrument
13-Son of Adam
15-Thoroughfare
17-Opening
19-Note of scale
20-Compass point
21-Household pet
22-Wager
23-Agreement
25-Mountain pass
26-Grain (pi )
27-Perform
28-Play on words
29-Total
30-014 pronoun
31 Sham
33-Pronoun
35-Lad
36-Skill
37-Meadow
38-Quarrel
40-Expire
41-Maki deer
42-Vast age
43-Metal
fastener
44 Mournful
45-Babylonian
deity
46-River island
47-Canter
50-Mark left by
wound
52-Scorch
54 Lamprey
55 Cot of meat
56-Rabbit
57-Unit of
Portuguese
currency

P. 0. Box 32-L co Ledger
D-31-C
733-7143.
TFC
Times.
in
tri-level
-BEDROOM
4
NEW
Track-Laying Record
Subdivision. This CHICAGO ( UP I ) - The
Keeneland
WANTED: part-time mechanic
airand
heat
house has central
world's record for laying railon 6-clinder Chevrolet, straight conditioning.
built-in road track is claimed by'' an
carpet,
transmission. Age 21 to 40. Stedining Australian railway using rail
separate
appliances,
ady employment, fringe bene- room, family room with firewelded into 1440-foot lengths
o
32-L
Box
0.
P.
fits. Write
place and 2 full baths. Priced by Chemetron Pty. Ltd., a subTFC
Ledger and Times.
to sell now. Phone 753-3903.
sidiary of Chemetron CorporaJ-2-C tion. Chicago.
The Mount Newman iron ore
INDUSTRIAL Production work.AUTOMOBILES FOR SALE
railway reports it has laid,
era. Graduate licensed praetl4,35 miles
cal nurses Jobs Unlimited Em- 1965 GMC pick-up. Large bed, spiked and anchored
hours and 45
ployment Agency, 1627 Brosd-1 V-8 engine, extra good condi- of track in 11
minutes. The previous record of
way, Paducah, Ky. 442-8161.
D-31-C
tion. Phone 436-2323.
2.8 miles in 11 hours for track
Dlaying was set in the United
1967 CHEVF.I.I.F SS 396, gold

SHORT

Yesterday's

CROSS

LOST: Liver and White male
Pointer, eight years old with
lame left front leg, strayed vic-

merchandise. Located two miles
north of Kain Tuck Territory,
three miles south of Kentucky

th's
gan

TJPI) - The
NEW YORK
United States had 59E1,000 food
stores in 1929. With the rise of
the supermarket, that dropped
to 226,170 In 1967. But, according to Robert Tyler, Sr., president of Tyler Refrigeration,
new technology in packaging
and service have increased
food store sales 618 per cent.

KONG (UPI)
HONG
YOUR ALTERATIONS and Blame it on the speedup of
souvER 60 Tractor and 12 foot
disc, plow and trailer, $300.00 REPAIRS or REMODELING modern communications. This
TFC FREE estimates. Call 753-6123 came out on the teleprinter of
Phone 436-5444.

Y OPENED in

NEW

Food Store Soles

No Sooner Sold . . .

SERVICES OFFERED

FOR SALE

NOTICE
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3-Lead
4-Escape
5-Away
6-Gusto's
low note
7-Royal
8-Hit lightly
9-Hebrew
month
10-Brimless cap
14-Permits
16 Superlative
ending
18 Near
21 Hold
22-Evil
23-Remunerate
24 High card
25-Hint
26 Unusual
28-Lift with
lever
29-Emmet
31-Vessel
32-Before

11

U.S.

Si

43-Greek letter
44-Father
46 Limb
47 Deface
48 Confederate
general
49 Man's name
51-Cooled lava
50-Exclamation

33-Pronoun
34-Dine
35-Prohibit
37-Climbing
device
38-Observes
39-Trespass on
40-Trench
41-Possessed

0 4
1
in:$1,

1.2

Relaxing during the bombing halt of North Vietnam, men aboard the
aircraft carrier Intrepid hold foot races on deck in the South China Sea.

BOMBING HALT
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Deep SubmergIt's a fullscale mockup of the U.S. Navy's
20,000 FEET DOWN
dive 20,000 feet with a fourto
esigned
It
Ca,
ence Vehicle iDSSV) at Sunnyvale,
the ocean depths.
man c'- -w for research i
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by Charles M. Schulz

Peanuts®
S
PEANUT(

THE LAST DAL? OF THE ,-(EAR
AND I DID IT AGAIN
V

WELL,THIS
SIT..

DID WHAT?

I BLEUJ'ANOTHER ,-(EAR

_

/2-3,

by Ernie Bushmiller

Nancy
NANCY-- DO
YOU MIND
GOING TO
THE
STORE?

States in 1962. according tc
Mount Newman officials.

in
Apply
Jerry's Restaurant, South

shift

•

12th 1964 BUICK Skylark, V-8' auD-30-Citomatic. Nice. Phone 753-8095.
JP
WAITRESS, day shift, Hazelj
BUSINESS
D-31-C!
Cafe. Phone 492-9785.

OPPORTUNITIES
LADY TO LIVE in and do light
HERE'S AN opportunity for a
house wort. Phone 492-8370
and mechanically-minded
J-3-P sales
person Who wants to own and
own
business.
his
operate
Triumph is the motorcycle that
FOR RENT
has earned the title of 'the
world's best motorcycle". Their

NICE SLEEPING rooms for
boys, 1 block from campus Call
753-6425 or 753-5962. Jan-15-NC
TWO-BEDROOM house with
carport. Gm heat Available
now. Phone 753-2987.

D-31-C

THREE-ROOM furnished apartwith
ment, utilities furnished,
entrance. Loprivate bath and
$75.00 per
cated 411 So. tith St.,

month. 753-V94.

D-314

reputation for performance, reliability and popularity is envied by other brands. Triumph
dealers receive well planned national advertising support . .
as well as assistance with local
advertising.

small

For

a

Dog in Pub Okayed
LONDON (UPI) - Friendly
hounds have every right to visit the local pub, a judge ruled
after a woman sued a man,
claiming she went into a pub
in northwest London, tripped
over his dog and broke her leg.
The judge ruled a dog's master doesn't have to keep a constant eye on his pet in a pub.
And he noted that the dog in
question was "quiet, good, obedient, of mature age and not
the sort to cause trouble."

by R. Van Buren

Abbie 'N Slats
IF YOU MEET THIS TEST,
THE WORLD IS YOURS,

BEAUTIFUL STRANGER...
NOW

B -BUT I (CHOKE')
DON'T EVEN
KNOW VOLIR

NAME, MAW...

TAKE ME IN

YOUR ARMS AND
EMBRACE ME
TENDERLY... BUT

relatively
return

investment, the

can be big, and personally satisfying. For details, write to
Corp.
Ed
Nemec, Triumph

NOT

Too

TENC>ERLY.. •

Towson, Baltimore, Maryland.
D-30-C

NOTICE
open
The County Tax Books will be
January 1 thru March 1, 1969, to list
property for county and state taxes.
IntangiReal Estate, Tangible and
during
ble Property must be listed
this time.
6

CHARLES E. HALE •
Calloway County
Tax Commissioner
dimilmommiNseganesnalt=limml=smissimmola

by Al Capp

Lil' Abner
"INCONSISTENCIES" --

Adm.

Thomas H. Moorer, chief of
U.S. naval operations, tells
a news conference A t the
Pentagon in Washington
that an analysis of the alleged evidence of the Pueblo's
"Intrusion' into North Korean waters before the vessel
was captured "revealed 11
number of inconsistencies."
He saick the analysis could
not be mild- public as long
as the crewmen remained
captive without risking grave
danger to thr. men

ARISTOTLE MOLASSIS SEES
NO ONE W ITi-;OUT
APPOINTMENT--

-E5UT I'LLTRY TO CROWD
YOU IN. WHAT ARE YOU
DOING AT 4

JUL'? 4th,
)978?

DUNK° WHUT
e:.E. DON:
EV4X41:41ta

RolROW LL
DOI NI.r.r

I41.4.4..••••••••••••••••

&

TSB LEDGER

ACIft SIGHT

•

SEEN I HEARD . ..Local Man
(Continued From Pees I)
full of dishes, the baby yelling,
the little girl hollering. and
just before she climbs the wall,
she reaches shakily out for the
bottle of pills as though she is
grasping for a strew We pull
for her, hoping she reaches the
pills before she blears her top.
She makes it and like a miracle a new aura decends on
the picture The baby smiles
and gurgles. the little girl
skips happily and the lady sings
as she cleans up the mess hi
the kitchen.

MAPIAILIFYIE

Sponsors
Indian Boy

Wayne Darnell of Route 3, Murray, is sponsor _ng Larry, a thirteen year old American Indian
boy of the Fort Yukon Tribe,
through Save the Children Federation, triternatioaal child wettare organization of Norwalk,
Connecticut, it was announced
today by DalLts Johnson, DirectWe've get an Excedrin head- or of the organization's Amerache (number 243) coming on ican Indian program. The sponso we had better go and take sorship will provide the clothing, school supplies, personal
a pill.
books and spending money which
We pet the feeling over the will enable the child to take part
weekend that we should do in school attivities. The average
something which would contri- Indian youngster leaves school
bute to the family welfare, so before the eighth grade, often
we says to ourselves, after con- for lack of these tare essentials.
suming a ham sandwich (not
Part of the sponsorship coocountry ham, but one of those tribution will be pooled with funthat comes wrapped up, a ds donated by other sponsors to
Christmas gift), with this ham help the members of the tribe
almost gone, we'll just cut all accomplish self-help projects of
the meat off of the ham bone their own choosing, Indian men,
and make it easier to fix a ham women and young people are con•
•
sandwich the next time some- tributuig
all the labor to such probody in the house wants one. • )ects as building health clinics,
startedllibraries and community centers.
We got us a knife and
Sponsorship. funds are supportworking on that old ham bone ingFederation
Pr°grato a fare ye well. Got a clean ms where boyssummer
and girls learn
plate and started whackinga_
vocational skills while they earn
way at what was left of the
back-to-school funds. To comtat
ham and before you could say
the language harrier whicti is
untergrundbahnhofeingang,
why
had all the good eating meat considered a major reason
lag two years
youngsters
cut away and in the clean plate. Indian
• behind their non-Indian classmatFederation helLady the dog got wind of what es in school, the
es secure
we were doing and parks her- Ps tribal communiti
and school matstyplies
building
uplooking
our
feet
under
self
ward with an expectant expres- erials for kinderg-ardens where
sion. As we whacked away, we 'English is taught to five-yearwould pause eveiy now and olds before they. enter first grade.
then and give her • tidbit.
Founded in 1932, Save the ChilWe took what was left and plac- dren Federation aids children,
ed it outside for the birds They their homilies and communities
like suet and like to peck a- in the Southern Appalachian Mountains, on the American Indian
round on bones and things.
reservations and in many counA splash of red out back. We tries abroad, through the sponthought it might be a leaf turn- sorship program, an internatios.
ed up, but it was too red. The al self-help scholarship fund and
field glasses revealed a male .annual collections of used clothCardinal all fluffed out to keep ,ing for the children of Appalwarm. He was pecking around achia. The Federation is regisin the corn.
tered with the U. S. State Department Advisory Committee on
Ten Doves around the feeder. Voluntary Foreign Aid and is a
Six took off on an unseen sig- member of the International Uninal at exactly the same time ion for Child Welftre, and the
The other four continuqt to eat American Council of Voluntary
unperturbed. What tPgered Agencies for Foreign Service,
the sudden departure and why
An individual, school or grothose six, we don't know.
sponsoring
e
contact
shouldci
lsPd Sae the
erested
Children Federation, Post Road,
Norwalk, Connecticut 06852.
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(PORK CHOPS
Center
Cuts
lb. 69*

MEATY
MEATY
FIELD NO. I

Spire
Ribs

SLICED

1-1.b. Pkg.

lb
1

avg.
FRESH FROZEN - 5 to '7 lb.

lb. 49

HENS
CRISCO

710

Hospital Report

Murray
Admissions. December 28, MS
L. D Workman. 200 South Admissions, December 29, tNill
9th Street. Murray: Miss Diane
Mrs Mary Brown and baby
Kinel. 302 Pine Street. Murray; girl. Route 4. Bardwell; Mrs.
David Ries, Rural Route 1, Har- Mary Jones. 1204 Olive, Murdin: Hilton Wyatt. 307 North 7th ray; Mrs. Willie Mae Taylor
Street. Murray. Mrs_ Judy Car- and baby boy. Route I. Calvert
roll. 1324 West Main Street. City: Mrs. Ann Swann and baby
Murray: Master Phillip Hard- boy. Route 5. Murray: Master
ing, 3003 North Conn., Royal Michael Bailey. Route 2. Hazel;
Oak. Mich.; Mrs. Ftheupayne Edward Thomas. Route 3, MurAdams. 1608 Calloway Ave. ray; Marshall Fuqua. 1613 CalMurray. Master David Johnson, loway Ave. Murray: Clyde JohnRoute 1. Benton; William Dar- son. 1203 Story Ave.. Murray;
rell Shoemaker. College Farm Mrs Dola Jones (Mrs. Luther),
Road. Murray: Alvie Farris, Rt. 409 South 6th Street, Mu.-ray;
1, Murray: Mrs. Connie Cavitt, Finis Stubblefield (To Cony.),
Sedalia: Mrs Chlora Farmer, Route 6, Murray.
Street. Murray.
Dismissals
4 109 North 12th
Mrs. Shirley Buchanan and
Dismissals
baby girl, Route 3, Murray: TeHerbert Br-inn. 809 Waldrop ron Erwin. Route 1. Benton: -AlStreet, Murray; Jerry Maness, vah Galloway.- Route 3. Murray;
Box 71. Dexter; Pete Farley, Master Shane Brandon, 1300
603 Chestnut greet. Murray; Peggy Ann Drive. Murray Mrs.
'1 Mrs Sharon Snow, 1827 North Ella Willoughby. New Concord;
Main Street, Cape Cor., Mo.; Andrew Taylor, Route 1, Almo;
Master Robert Warren, Route I, Finis Stubblefield (to Cony.),
Murray: Herold Henson, Route Route 8, Murray; Lex Groves,
5. Benton: Mrs. Bobbie Cal- Route 1, Benton; Charlie Dunboon, Route 4, Murray: Steve navray (Expired), Route I, FarmStory. Route 4. Murray: David ington.
•
Ries, Route 1. Hardin', Hugh Dix
Route 1. Alma: James Marshall, Although driest of all contiHazel; Mrs. Estella Hodges, 508 nents, Australia taps giant arPoplar Street. Murray; Mrs. tesian basins far below the surPearl West, 1705 Farmer Ave.,face to pro%ide water for cattle

FIELD
EXTRA TENDER

WIENERS 49
OUR OWN MAKE

PURE PORK

4

PARKER'S - 8-oz. cup

\\SAUSAGE lb. 390

PIMENTO CHEESE
OR HAM SALAD

o,\

io,
BACOL N $1.00

•FROZEN FOODS•

SLHCED, SMOKED

Garden Delight - 2-1b. bag

FRENCH FRIES
Frosty Acres - 10-oz. pkgs.

Fresh
Fla. Seedless

LIQUID

GRAPEFRUIT _ _ _ ea. 10*

SWAN

No. 1 Red

Frosty Acres - 8-oz. pkg.

INSTANT NESCAFE

COFFEE
PEACHES
CRACKERS

10-oz. jar

3

OSAGE FREESTONE

KING
SIZE

CRANBERRIES lb. bag 25*

98'

294 FISH STEAKS

AMMEMMINNIMIMIL

PRODUCE ONIONS _ _ _ _ 3-lb. bag 19*

Frosty Seas - 2-lb. pkg.

39* BROC.SPEARS 2 pkgs. 39*
MIXED VEG. _ 2 pkgs.- 8-ot.
Turkey
Beef,
Chicken,
Frosty Acres - 16-oz. pkg.
Morton,
39*
for
2
PUPPIES _ _ _ _ 29t
HUSH
POT PIES
,

Yellow Sweet

SPECIAL
banquet
abox

1 -Lb. Pkg

$1.19

Ne(aLn2 790

DIXIE BELLE

lb. box

3

cans

290

19'4

BLUE BONNET

BaREYE PEAS
MARCARINE
59'
490
RADISHES _ _ 6-oz. bag 5*
49°
GcliAanNi la iRY JUICE_
PINEAPPLE _ lrg. size 49*
qv
CHEESE FOOD
2
cans
ifi-o.
_
KRAUT
SAUER
_39'
SALAD DRESSING__
690
2"::: 25
TOMATO SOUP
ar F STEW_ _ _
BREEZE.

POTATOES 10-lb. bag 39*

15-oz.

cans

for

Fresh

2 lbs.
CHEF'S DELIGHT

Fresh Hawaiian

SALAD BOWL - quart

(REG.

Bush's

cans

for

89'

suitenit

011010

g4dig 44*

hursday, January 2 nd

ONLY?
V* fix Sunday dinner seven days a wee
COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE

Kentucky Tried Ckickert,
Phone 153-11111

2-1b. box

GIANT
SIZE

CAMPBELL'S - -

24-oz. 4q°

.„
mAi
F"D
S
'
ER
RK
PA
69'
I,

A-Ox.

49e
2 fit-SOL _ _ _3 FOR $1
6
ririe6i

12-07.
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